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KSP takes
fire facts to
grand jury

Forum slated
for Tuesday
The Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens will
sponsor a candidates' forum for
County Judge/Executive candidates Oct. 27 at 7 p.m.
The forum will air live on
Calloway County High School's
WCSD-TV (Channel 7 on County Cable and Channel 8 on
Murray Cable). -

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
State police investigating the
fatal Hester Residential College
fire were expected to report their
findings to a Calloway County
grand jury Tuesday morning.
Lt. Detective Dean Hayes said
prior to the panel's convening that
case officer Detective- Steve Glenn
would be the main presenter.
Hayes, the lead investigator on
the case, said he and Sgt. Donnie Woods might also present part
of the findings.

Forum to
air on
TV, radio
Monday's candidate forum
sponsored by the Murray
Woman's Club will be aired on local television and radio this
week.
The forum will be aired on
Murray CableComm Channel 34 7
p.m. Tuesday and 10 a.m.
Thursday.
The forum will air Saturday at
9 a.m. on WNBS-1340 AM.

NATIONAL

Clinton
tried to block
Starr work
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
President Clinton's lawyer tried
to block initial attempts by Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr
to obtain information from the
Paula Jones case, despite Clinton pledging his full cooperation in the investigation.
Expressing a distrust of
Starr's ability to keep information secret, Clinton lawyer Robed
Bennett said in a Feb. 6 closeddoor hearing that he would
move to quash a Starr subpoena because he was"not comfortable with handing over sealed
documents" from the sexual
harassment case. Minutes of
the hearing are among documents released Monday by U.S.
District Judge Susan Webber
Wright in Little Rock.
Clinton said the month before
he would cooperate with the
investigation.
Bennett also objected to providing the prosecutor a videotape of Clinton's testimony in
the lawsuit on the grounds that
Starr 'cannot be trusted" to
keep the tape secret, another
court filing showed.
The documents also reveal
that Bennett tried to keep. Mrs.
Jones' from trying "to reach
within the White House" to check
out the president's conduct. In
papers filed with a federal judge
in Virginia, Bennett argued that
Mrs. Jones' lawyers should not
be permitted to subpoena Kathleen Nyilley, a White House volunteer who claimed Clinton
made a crude, unwanted sexual advance in his private office
in 1993.
"Whatever Ms. Willey has to
say about President Clinton's
conduct when he was no longer
a state official is irrelevant" to
the Jones suit, Bennett wrote
Nov. 18, 1997.

WEATHER
Tonight... Mostly clear. Low
45 to 50. Light southwest wind
Wednesday... Partly sunny
High 75 to 80
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He also said he hopes the panel
would return indictments and arrest
warrants as a result of Tuesday's,
proceedings, but he was unsure
when that might happen.
"We're obviously seeking indictments,- Hayes said. "We're going
to present our findings and have
some witnesses testify. It all
depends on how many questions
the grand jury asks the witnesses."
Six or seven college-age stu-

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
WAITING THEIR TURN: Candidates for public office listen to introductions and instructions during Monday night's candidate forum sponsored by the Murray
Woman's Club.

Bunning tries new
campaign
approach
Coroner candidates seek office
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Campaigning for coroner can
be difficult, Republican nominee Kenny Imes pointed out
Monday at a candidate forum
sponsored by the Murray
Woman's Club.
Imes faces incumbent coroner Dwain Jones in Tuesday's
election.
"f can't promise you a road
or a job," Imes told the crowd.
"The only thing Dwain and I
can do is bury you."
Imes, who served four terms
in the Kentucky House of Representatives in the 1970s. said

he has wanted to make a race
for coroner for a long time.
He also previously served
as deputy coroner.
"It's a public office and it's
something I wanted to do for
a long time," Imes said. "I've
had three or four members of
my families serve as coroner
in thiS county and it just seems
natural for me as a licensed
funeral director and someone
who has lived here all my life.
It is a natural step."
Imes said he would like to
work for more cooperation
between the coroner and other
law enforcement.

"One thing I could offer is
spirit and cooperation between
the coroner and the other agencies and be more timely and
be more available when needed,- Imes said.
Jones has served as coroner
since 1990, and was elected to
his first full term in 1993.
"I wouldn't say it is difficult k to campaign for)," Jones
said. "It is a job that we have
to have done."
Jones cites his record as
coroner and his training at Eastern Kentucky University's crim-

II See Page 2

PAINTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) --Jim Bunning is banking that voters distrust a millionaire.
Embarking on a weeklong bus
tour Monday, the Republican Senate nominee repeatedly. described
Democrat Scotty Baesler as a millionaire who votes against ordinary men, women and children.
"There's only one millionaire
in this race and it isn't Jim Bunning," he told a rally crowd of
about 126 at Paintsville Lake State
Park.
He was playing upon a pollster's finding that personal wealth
may diminish a candidate's credibility, Bunning said.
"It came out very clearly in
polling that someone with a million dollars might not be accurate

with Kentucky ... especially when
they claim they're for the working people and vote different,"
Bunning said.
The attack is based on selected votes Baesler has cast in the
U.S. House, where he and Bunning have been colleagues • since
1992.
Baesler was a district court
judge and mayor of Lexington
before being elected to Congress.
He has substantial holdings in
tobacco and cattle but also has
been heavily mortgaged, according to his financial disclosure statements.
Baesler campaign manager J.B.
Proesch said Bunning appeared to

III See Page 2

Democrats feud
within party
NEW YORK (AP) — Top Congressional- Democrats are accusing
the White House and the. Democratic National Committee of ignoring next week's elections to hang
on to money for the 2000 presidential race and erase party debts,
The New. York Times reported
today.
Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y.,
was also angered by gloomy predictions from top party officials.
including one who reportedly said
Democrats could lose 25 House
seats. Rangel. the finance chair-

man of the party's Congressional
Campaign Committee, said: "Keep
your money and shut up your
mouth."
The Democratic family feud
comes just a week before crucialmid-term elections and as Republicans are in the final days of the
most ambitious party-paid advertising campaign in any non-Presidential election year.
"It's unfortunate that the leaders of the party can't get togeth-

• See Page 2

Albright encourages
Arabs to cooperate
WASHINGTON (AP) ---- Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
is urging Arab leaders to recognize Israel now that it has agreed
to cede more land to the Palestinians.
She also wants them to help
the Palestinians develop the West
Bank and Gaza.
Arab momentum in establishing diplomatic and economic ties
to Israel was halted after Benjamin Netanyahu and his Likud
coalition ousted Shimon Peres as
prime minister in 1996 elections.
Netanyahu's refusal to relinquish more land and his opposition to a- Palestinian state prompted the Arab freeze.
But now that he has signed an
' agreement with Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat to give up to the
Palestinians another 13 percent of
the West Bank. Albright wants the
Arabs to reciprocate.
"Secretary Albright believes with
the peace process now reinvigorated
Arab states should do more to
normali/e relations with Israel,
assist the Palestiniangr economical-

ly where possible and participate
in the multilateral peace process
track," her spokesman, James P.
Rubin. said Monday.
The Clinton administration is
not gearing up to push Israel to
make a. land-for-peace deal with
Syria. First, a senior U.S. official
told reporters, "we now have to
digest" the, West Bank accord and
get ready for negotiations between
Israel and the Palestinians on an
overall settlement.
Under the Wye accord, the talks,
which will deal with Palestinian
demands for a state and a capital
in Jerusalem, are scheduled to open
Nov. 2.
The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said President Clinton would join the negotiations at some point.
Clinton spent some 80 hours
mediating between Netanyahu and
Arafat in Maryland bet-ore the
agfeement was reached last Friday.
The statement issued by Rubin

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANELedger 8. 'Imes photo
FIRE IN A HOLE: Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteer Mark Fain hoses down a
hot spot while fighting a wind-swept field fire behind the home of Terry and
Denise Beane Monday on Potts Road north of Stella.

Weather cooperating with launch
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
— All elements for John Glenn's
historic return to space were in
good shape today, with the astronauts on hand, the countdown
going smoothly and the outlook
for launch day weather improving.
Forecasters said today that there
was a 70 percent chance of. favorable weatherlor Thursday's launch,
with a slight chance of showers.
Earlier, the chance for good weather had been put at 60 percent.
Stiff winds peeling off from Hurricane Mitch are the Only concern-.
The hurricane was far fr6m Florida and posed no threat to the
state, but forecasters worried that
the storm- system could trigger an
increase in winds blowing across

the oceanside -launch pad. Winds
of 17.2 mph at launch time could
force a postponement.
If the .launch is delayed for
some reason to later in the week.
forecasters said weather could
become more of a problem. The
outlook for favorable launch conditions declines to 60 percent for
both Friday and Saturday.
Glenn and his six crewmates
had some rare leisure hours today.
at the crew quarters, a short drive
from the launch pad.
They were to review their flight
plans. check equipment, including
their spacesuits- and undergo brief
medical exams. In the afternoon,
they were given five hours of free
time to Tend with adult family.
members. As a guard against colds

or infections. mission rules bar
children and teen-agers from the
crew quarters.
Near4., preparations by spectators and journalists were reaching
a pace that rivaled the frenzy of
the Apollo moon shot days of 30
years ago.
Motels in/nearby Titusville and
Cocoa Beach were tilled. Traffic
jams were common.
Along highways that afford
cross-water views of the launch pad,
workers erected barriers and
installed portable toilets for the
thousands of tourist expected to.
watch Glenn's return to space. By
launch day, the highways are
expected to he lined with cars and

• See Page 2
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he stepping up his attacks follow ing publication by the Lexington
Herald-Leader on Sunday of a poll
indicating the race is a tossup.
Bunning called the poll a lie.
Bunning complained to reporters
that Baesler has tried to depict
him as a rabid right winger —
"Attila the Hun" in Bunning's
words. And Baesler consistently
characterizes Bunning as a friend
of the affluent. The Baesler campaign and the Democratic Party both
have run television commercials
that say Bunning supported "tax
breaks for billionaires."
Bunning
Counterattacking.
claims Baesler has voted against
deductibility of health insurance
for the self-insured and tax credits for child. adoptions.
"When you are attacked with
lies and deceit. you attack back."
Bunning said.
Bacsler, courting business votes
at the Ashland Rotary Club, said:
."The biggest distortion is Jim Bunning sitting- on- the hay bale"
a jab at a folksy campaign commercial Bunning filmed on a farm.

Baesler said money would have
"The only tobacco farmer in Washbeen taken from the federal Social
ington is me." Baesler said.
Baesler's main theme was health Security trust fund to pay for that
insurance and criticism of health tax break. There is a Democratic
maintenance organizations. He told commercial to that effect. BunRotarians he would continue to ning said the suggestion that he
support a Democratic version of would hate raided Social Securia "patient hill of rights" that would ty "is the biggest lie that can be
make it easier to sue an insurer perpetrated."
that denied coverage.
Also in Paintsville, Oliver North
His campaign stops included an came to the Bunning rally but
appearance in Louisville with Karen arrived an hour after it began, and
Johnson. a cervical cancer patient the campaign bus pulled out before
who last week won a $13 million he got to the microphone.
judgment against Humana Inc. for
North. who lost his own Senits refusal to pay for a hysterec- ate hid in Virginia in 1994, is a
tomy.
conservative talk-radio host. As an
And both candidates suffered aide to the National Security Counfrom the double edge of attacks cil. a jury convicted North of lying
based on congressional Voting to Congress about his role in sellrecords — particularly votes on ing arms to Iran to finance covert
amendments and on enormous and operations in Nicaragua. The conwide ranging bills like the feder- viction was overturned on appeal
al budget.
and the case was dismissed.
Before North arrived, Bunning
Bunning, for example, criticized
said
the two had met just once.
Baesler at every stop for voting
against repeal of the income tax He also said he did not ask North
"marriage penalty" — the idea to make an appearance for him,
that married couples can have a "so he must have volunteered."
Mike Duncan, Bunning's camheavier tax liability than singles
living together. It has been fod- --paign-thanager.--said -North-was-ander for a Republican campaign com- acquaintance of a woman on the
campaign staff.
mercial.

recreational vehicles filled with
spectators awaiting the show.
About 3,500journalists have registered to cover the mission. More
than two dozen television trucks
jammed the media complex.
President Clinton and a large
congressional delegation are scheduled to attend. along with sports
and show business celebrities.
The crew was about an hour
late arriving at the space center
Monday. One of the five T-38 jets
carrying the crew members developed a battery problem when the
astronauts stopped for refueling at
Tyndall Air Force Base in the
Florida Panhandle. Scott E.
Parazynski waited at Tyndall for
a ride in another plane while the
others flew on to the Cape.
In brief remarks after arriving.
Glenn introduced himself as "PS2
on this flight." Payload specialist
number 2 is the lowest rank on
the crew.
am very glad to be here,"
have been pleasGlenn said.
antly surprised at the outpouring

of interest in this flight, and it's
really gratifying to see people get
so fired up about the space program again."
Glenn walked quickly to his
waiting family, hugging his wife
Annie, and his children, daughter
Lyn and son David. Lyn held her
father for a long moment, apparently whispering in his ear.
In an interview earlier in the
day, the astronaut's son said he
at first was apprehensive about his
father returning to space 36 years
after becoming the first American
in orbit.
Dr. David Glenn, a family physician, said that when he learned
of his father's space shuttle flight,
he saw mental images of the 1986
explosion of Challenger that killed
seven astronauts.
"I just watched it over and over
and over," he said..
More recently, though, the doctor said has come to believe that
the shuttle safety record "is as
close to perfect as you can imagine it possibly being, so I've sort
of gotten beyond seeing that replay
in my head."
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Miller took exception to comCandidates for mayor of Mur- ments made by Curd about poor
inal justice department.
"I feel that my experience and ray and Calloway County Judge- engineering causing drainage probmy training is better than my oppo- Executive also spoke Monday at lems in the city.
the forum.
"The reason we have the
nent," Jones said,
All four of them expressed strong drainage -problems is that we've
Jones said the number of cases
in the coroner's office has dou- support for the park tax amend- had cflurches and fraternity housment and warned that if the park es and businesses and the univerbled over the last decade.
"It's somewhere close to 100 a tax does not pass, services at the sity tearing down houses and building parking lots and when it rains,
year." he said. "I've worked as park will have to be cut back.
Mayoral candidates Dr. Dan the water is in the street," Miller
much as a I can with the city,
county and state police. It's very Miller and Freed Curd expressed said.
candidates
Judge-executive
important that you work togeth- support for a curfew on the court
square to stop late-night loitering. Melvin Henley and Larry Elkins
er."

II Democrats ...
From Page 1

er and agree on a single approach
to these last weeks,- said Mark
Mellman, a Democratic pollster.
Party officials told the Times
their predictions were intended to
lower expectations sO even large
losses will not he viewed, as a
ieferendum an whether President
Clinton should he impeached.
But Rangel was outraged when
Colorado Gov. Roy Romer, general chairman of the DNC, said
publicly that the party could lose

"He's not entitled to an opinion of congressional races." Rangel
told the Times. "It happens to all
of us — you get on television
and you become an expert. Frankly,
I don't know what the hell the
DNC does."
The party's national committee
has raised $11 million to help House
and Senate candidates, far short
of a publicized target of $18 million, Democratic lawmakers said.

Grease causes fire
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Spilled grease is thought to be
the cause of an oven fire at an
L.P. Miller residence Monday.
Twelve Murray Fire Department
members in three trucks used carbon dioxide extinguishers to put

2.5 Liter V6, Automatic, Air 'Cond., Tilt,
Power Windows/Locks/Keyless Entry,
AM/FM/Cassette/CD Plus More

out the fire and fans to clear the
smoke from the Lewis Hudspeth
home about 10 a.m. Monday,
according to an incident report.
.One of the residents said a plastic bowl left in the oven caused
the fire, but no plastic residue was
found, the report said.
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On the other hand, the Syrian
media, which take their cues from
at Albright's direction reflected the government, and Lebanon were
what senior U.S. officials consid- critical.
er to be a passive and unhelpful
The main targets of the U.S.
response from Egypt, Saudi Araappeal
were Morocco and Tunisia,
bia and several other Arab counestablished relations with
which
tries to the Israeli-Palestinian
Israel under its conciliatory Labor
accord.
governments; Saudi Arabia and
Assistant Secretary of State MarPersian Gulf nations, some
other
tin Indyk met Monday with 10
which had economic ties to
of
Arab ambassadors, but there was Israel; Syria; and Lebanon.
no change in their position.
The senior U.S. official told
King Hussein of Jordan, who
"the peace process is not
reporters
Israel
with
treaty
peace
signed a
sport," the Palestinispectator
a
in 1996, attended the summit talks
help and
development
need
ans
and urged Netanyahu and Arafat
Arab nations should realize
the
settlement.
to reach a
is in the region and has
Otherwise, Arab leaders have "Israel
recognized."
to
be
kept their distance. Egypt, the first
The administration heaped praise
Arab country to make peace with
Israel, in 7979, gave lukewarm on Netanyahu as the prime minapproval to the agreement. Alge- ister struggled with political foes
ria called it a step toward peace. over the agreement.

From Page 1

Woman charged with forgery
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Caldwell County woman has
been charged with felony forgery
for allegedly calling in a false
prescription for Valium at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
pharmacy.
Ronica B. Belt. 28, of Fredo-
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nia, remained in the Calloway
County Detention Center Tuesday
morning on a charge of firstoffense forgery of a prescription
for a controlled substance.
..City police arrested Belt at the
hospital just after 5 p.m. after they
received a report that she allegedly had a forged prescription, a
Murray Police Department report
said.
Belt allegedly called in the prescription for Diazepam, a generic
form of Valium, with five refills
while posing as an employee of
a doctor, who is on vacation, the
report said.

Ledger will pay

a
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agreed on most issues.
Henley indicated he would pursue the possibility of a county
municipal board to oversee water
and sewage operations in the county.
Elkins said he doubted the county could tie into the city sewer
systems.
"I do agree with Dr. Henley
that this is not a short-term problem," Elkins said. "We need • to
look at this long term."
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In a related matter, the state
board of student body presidents,
chaired by MSU's Todd Earwood,
last week issued a resolution asking that state tax funds be used
for life safety measures in dorms
and that the state government make
it a top priority.
The resolution, issued Oct. 21,
also opposes "the continuing
increase of the already high student fees to pay for a necessity
that the state can well afford to
fund."
A press release accompanying
the resolution noted the state's surplus and cited the increased awareness for safety measures, especially sprinkler systems,' in the
wake of the Hester fire.
"There are many issues that tax
funds go towards for our students,
but the safety of our students is
a basic premise and responsibility of a state government," the
press release said.
The resolution was signed by
Earwood, president of MSU's Student Government Association, and
SGA presidents from the universities of Louisville and Kentucky,
as well as Western-Kerittieky,-Eastern Kentucky, Northern Kentucky
and Morehead State universities.

• Coroner ...

III Launch ...
From Page 1

the building at the beginning of
the spring semester of 1999.
With the exception of the fourth
dents entered the toyer of the Calloway County Judicial Building floor, the dorm should reopen at
just before the grand jury met at noon Jan. 10, Hulick said.
Cleanup and renovation contin9 a.m.
Hayes confirmed they had sub- ue, and the fourth floor will reopen
poenas to testify before the grand in time for the fall 1999 semesjury. but declined to say who they ter. she said.
were.
"We will work with all fourthHayes said they were among floor residents to reassign them
the 250 to 300 people interviewed either to the second or third floor
by investigators since the Sept. 18 when they return in January,"
fire that killed a Michael Minger Hulick said.
of Niceville. Fla.. and seriously
The housing office will contact
injured Michael Priddy of Paduc- Hester residents later in the semesah.
ter about their plans for the spring.
Some people have been inter- Hulick encourages Hester students
viewed four or five times to clar- who have questions about their
ify information, and several have housing assignments to contact her
been asked to take lie-detector office at (502) 162-2310.
tests, Hayes said. He declined to
Also, any Hester residents who
say if any failed the tests.
may be living off campus and
The case became a homicide have not updated their addresses
investigation Sept. 22 when test with housing are asked to call
the
results showed an accelerant was office and do so.
used to start the fire on the north"We want to thank the Hester
west corner of the dorm's fourth residents for their patience and
floor.
understanding during this unusual
According to Paula Hulick, direc- time for all of us," Hulick said.
tor of-housing--at—Murnety—State- "We -hope--they—are—as—eager- as
University, Hester residents most we are to return to the commulikely will be able to return to nity of Hester College."
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Default rate falls below 10 percent
WASHINGTON (AP) — The default rate on student loans fell
into single digits for the first time, the Education Department
reported Monday, citing an agency and congressional crackdown
as well as an improved .economy.
The drop to a 9.6 percent default rate for fiscal year 1996 was
the sixth annual decline since rates Faked at 22.4 percent in
1990.
Congress passed legislation in 1990 and 1992 to crack down
on borrowers and trade schools such as beauty colleges and truckdriving schools that promised more job training than they delivered. And the country began to pull out of a recession in early
1991.
The department noted that the default rate has declined even
though the volume of loans has risen dramatically, from about $14
billion in 1992 to $38 billion in the 1998 fiscal year. Because of
the volume, actual dollar savings aren't as dramatic as they could
have been.
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First lady celebrates 51st birthday
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WASHINGTON (AP) — First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton
marked her 51st birthday Monday in what officials described as
a private celebration with President Clinton in the White House
residence.
Neither of the Clintons appeared in public.
The president took "a well-deserved day off" and stayed in the
White House, press secretary Joe Lockhart said, after an exhausting week of Mideast summitry and a weekend of political fund
raising in California.
The low-key birthday for Mrs. Clinton was in sharp contrast
to last year. when she celebrated--her --SOth _wi
South Lawn of the White House, followed by a two-day extrav-aganza in her hometown of Chicago.
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Congressional library gets papers
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Library of Congress has received
an estimated 500,000 papers of Pamela Harriman, the U.S. ambassador to France who died last year.
Harriman's estate will control access to the papers for 10 years.
The library did not know what personal diaries ier letters the
Harriman papers may contain, press officer Helen Dalrymple said
Monday.
A major figure in the Democratic party, Pamela Harriman was
the widow of New York Gov. W. Averell Harriman, an ambassador to the Soviet Union and a leading figure in world affairs
under President Franklin Roosevelt.
Her estate also gave the library 29,000 of her husband's papers,
to add to the 300,000 it already had.
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Loretta Lynn talks about Twitty
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Country singer Loretta Lynn says
she tried to convince the spirit of Conway Twitty to return to his
body after his death in 1993.
In the book "The View From Nashville" by Ralph Emery, Lynn
says she shouted at Twitty's spirit, ordering it back into Twitty's
body.
"I cut such a shine they had to take me out of the room,"
Lynn said.
Twitty, who had a long run of hits including "Hello Darlin"
and "You've Never Been This Far Before," died after suffering
an aneurysm.. Lynn's since-deceased husband Mooney Lynn was
being treated at the same hospital at the time of Twitty's death.
Lynn and Twitty had many duet hits, including "Louisiana
Woman, Mississippi Man."
Other chapters in Emery's book focus on Elvis Presley manager Col. Tom Parker, Dolly Parton, Brooks & Dunn and other
Nashville stars.
The book is published by William Morrow.
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AROUND THE STATE
Police getting new weapon•
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Louisville Police Department
has at least 50 officers armed with a new weapon, the Clock .40caliber semiautomatic pistol.
The rest of the force will switch later to the pistol, now in
use by two-thirds of the nation's law enforcement agencies.
Designed for the Austrian army in the 1980s, the pistol has
been shadowed by questions over whether its hair trigger has ledto accidental shootings by police.
Glock or its Austrian parent company has been sued at least
hine times since the 1980s by plaintiffs who claimed officers accidentally injured or killed people with Glocks, according to news
accounts and the Handgun Litigation Clearinghouse.
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Uoff. announces $8 million package
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A groundbreaking surgifal and
research team in the use of bone marrow to combat diseases and
ease organ transplants will be moving to Louisville, thanks in part
to a state program to establish a national academic reputation for
the University of Louisville.
Dr. Suzanne Ildstad's team, which has been located at Allegheny University in Philadelphia, was lured to Louisville by a $4
million grant from the Jewish Hospital Foundation, matched by $4
million from the state research fund.
The Institute for Cellular Therapeutics already has been approved
by the Food and Drug Administration for five testing programs.
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BOSTON (AP) — The decision by an MIT fraternity to disband after it was indicted in the
drinking death of a pledge has effectively wiped out the manslaughter
case.
The Phi Gamma Delta chapter
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology — the organization,
not its members — had been
charged in the case of 18-yearold Scott Krueger, who drank himself into a coma at a 1997 party
and died.
But because no individual members were named in the indictment, no one could be forced to
answer charges after the chapter
ceased to exist.
"The criminal justice system
has failed," said Brad Henry, a
lawyer for 1Crueger's family.
"Does it strike anyone as odd
that it was not until Sept. 15, the
day after the indictment, that the
Fiji house was disbanded?" he
asked."It wasn't disbanded because
i s role in Scott Krueger's death,
it was disbanded because it got
caught."
The Superior Court magistrate
who issued a warrant against Phi
Gamma Delta filed it away Monday in case the fraternity tries to
reorganize at MIT.

Prosecutor Pamela Wechsler said
the case wasn't a failure: The
charges drove the fraternity off campus and prompted MIT to change
its alcohol and disciplinary poll-,
cies.
"A lot of things have happened
as a result of the investigation and
indictment," she said.
The national fraternity had disassociated itself from the local a
year ago. Last week, a lawyer for
the fraternity informed the court
that he was not authorized to rep
resent the local chapter in court.
Until that notice, prosecutors had
expected the local chapter to be
represented.
Boston defense attorney J. Albert
Johnson, who was not involved in
the case, called the prosecution
strategy silly, saying a fraternity
is simply an association of people with no legal standing in criminal law.
Police claimed Krueger, of
Orchard Park. N.Y., was forced to
drink huge quantities of liquor aspart of a pledge contest at "Animal House Night" in the fraternity house.
The family is planning to file
a lawsuit, but Henry declined to
say who would be named as defendants.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

THE BIG CLEAN: Izetta Eldridge packs away her items
as she prepares to go home after the Monday morning
sale at the Murray-Calloway County Park.

Two firefighters
fired after parade
NEW YORK (AP) — Two firefighters who wore blackface on a
Labor Day parade float that depicted the dragging death of a black
man have been fired.

Court ordered him to. Police Commissioner Howard Safir has fired
the officer, Joseph Locurto.

Fire Commissioner Thomas Von
Essen, accepting an administrative
judge's recommendation, said the
off-duty -behavior of Robert Steiner and Jonathan Walters deserved
the most severe penalty.
"I significantly noted the egre-,
gious nature of the actions, their
unwillingness to accept responsibility for their actions," Von Essen
wrote Monday.

Ledger &Times

The judge, Rosemarie Maldonado, said she had no option but
to recommend dismissal because her
other two choices under the law
— reprimand or 10 days loss of
pay — were too lenient.
The men, both 29, had returned
to their jobs Oct. 19 after 30-day
suspensions.
Steiner and Walters have said
they meant to poke fun at their
predominantly white neighborhood's racist views with the float
"Black to the'Future 2098." They
said they used stereotypes, such
as the blackface and Afro-style
wigs, because that's the way the
community perceived blacks.
Walters added that he depicted
the dragging death of a black man
in Texas earlier this year after he
was urged to by a man and a
woman.
While he was dragged for about
five to 10 seconds, Walters said
he yelled: -This is what happened
to our brother in Texas. We should
not allow this here."
All three men allege in federal lawsuits that their First Amendment rights were violated.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani siaicK
the firefighters and a police officer also on the float' should be
fired, and the only way he would
reinstate them is if the U.S. Supreme
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Mayor
You are aware of the value of our work
ing together to obtain needed funding from
Frankfort and Washington. Working
together we have obtained tens of millions
of dollars for facilities and programs benefiting this / community including: the
Martha Layne Collins Industry and
Technology Center, the Regional Special
Fvents Center, road and bridge improven lents, and millions of dollars in programs
to help children and senior citizens.
Please elect me on November 3rd to con-,
tinue the progress for the Murray community.
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Bus monitor fired for taping mouths
NICHOLASVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Jessamine County school officials fired a bus monitor for taping the mouths of two students
with duct tape.
Becky Jones, a first-year bus monitor for the central Kentucky
district, "clearly crossed the line" in attempting to quiet the students during an Oct. 15 incident aboard the bus, Superintendent
Linda France said Monday.
"Our apologies go out to the two students involved and their
families," France said.
Jones had been on suspension with pay since Oct. 19 pending
completion of a school investigation. She could not be reached
for comment.
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FROM OUR READERS

EDITORIAL

Baesler best choice for Senate
Since the. May primary,
we have been watching the
two candidates gingerly try
to step into U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford's shoes.
Those shoes have been
a valuable asset to Kentucky, especially to Calloway County.
The time has now come
to select his successor. Will
it be fellow Democrat Scotty Baesler or GOP nominee Jim Bunning?
On the surface, it appears
as if both Baesler and Bunning are on an even playing field.
Both have served in the U.S. House
of Representatives and have amassed individual victories there. Both have long
lists of accomplishments, as well as experience.
Yet the person who steps into Wendell
Ford's shoes must be a man of distinction — one who can carry on the tradition established 24 years ago.
He must fight for what he believes,
even going against his party in order to
do what's right for his constituents.
He must not let petty bickering among
colleagues sway him from his course. He
must remain strong, capable of leading
others down the right path:
That man is Scotty Baesler.
There's no doubt that this will be a
race for the record books. Two strong
candidates, neck-in-neck, vying for that coveted seat.
Yet as the race dwindles to its final
hours, the voters are seeing some things
that may alter their perceptions. Under
all the rhetoric and mudslinging, Scotty
Baesler has emerged relatively unscathed.
Who is Scotty Baesler?
He's a tobacco farmer, just like many
Calloway Countians. He's got a wife, two
children and grandchildren.
Baesler is best described as "an inside

man.- He lays the foundation for others, stepping up
to the plate when it's his
turn. But he's not afraid
to step on toes.
One of his most effective contributions in his
three terms in the House
came in the form of a campaign finance reform bill
where he forced full House
consideration of the matter.
The final outcome was more
a moral victory because the
bill eventually died in the
Senate.
But it proved that Baesler was up to
the challenge, and he knew that when it
came his turn, he had to perform.
Independent? Analytical? Courageous?
You bet. He's part of a group called "the
Blue Dogs" that tries to find middle
ground in a world where issues are either
black or white.
Perhaps more telling is a comment President Clinton made earlier this year: "Scotty is independent. We don't agree on
everything. When he doesn't agree with
me, he votes the other way. And most
of the time, I imagine, his constituents
agree with him more than with me."
It's all part of Scotty Baesler's vision
for America. As we enter the next century, we need someone in Wendell Ford's
seat who will give us the reassurance
that when the anti-tobacco forces start drawing lines in the sand, we will have a
friend to protect our interests.
His top three priorities clearly reflect
issues that are of importance to us: maintaining solvency of the Social Security Trust
.Fund; greater tax fairness for working
families and health care patient protections.
Scotty Baesler is the friendly face that
Calloway County wants to see in Washington. Let's put him in those shoes by
giving him our support Nov. 3.

Henley qualified
for county office
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to express
my personal opinion about my choice for Calloway County Judge/Executive.
I believe that this county needs an individual
with experience and knowledge to lead, this county into the 21st century.
We all see the tremendous changes taking place,
and it seems that some of these changes are positive, but some will have a negative impact on our
community unless some control is exercised.
In my particular area, we are badly in need of
corrective action for the water supply to several
small subdivisions.
Each small water system has to meet rigid state
requirements for the water plant operator and the
sampling of water to check for possible contaminants. This is as it should be for the protection of
the customers, but it is beginning to place a financial burden on the small systems.
If we could, as the larger water systems have
done, tap onto the Murray Water System and purchase our water from that source, it would alleviate many of our burdens.
For this reason I believe that our next county
judge/executive should be someone who has experience in utility systems, as well as management.
Melvin Henley made many improvements in the
Murray Water System when he was mayor. He
also chaired the Purchase Area Water Quality Committee, the Purchase Area Natural Resources Committee, as well as the Purchase Area Solid Waste
Committee.
If county judges and mayors from all over the
Jackson Purchase thought enough of his ability to
elect him to chair those important committees, then
it seems to me he must be extremely well qualified.
It is my personal opinion that Melvin Henley
is the person most likely to have the ability to
solve some of the problems that Calloway County is going to experience in the years ahead.
Rudy Whitlow
75 Clayshire Drive
New Concord, KY 42076

Sigmas support
local park tax

MAIN STREET

Those responding to this seasonal query are asked to send back
the names and ages of all children in the domicile, as well as
the sizes they wear and the clothes
they need. They are also asked to
identify any other urgent requirements. And no child is left out,
even teenagers.
"Every young person should
feel special at Christmas," Donna
declares.
Herndon mentions a recent
example of a mother who wrot€
to express a Christmas wish for
beds for her children. She did not
mention that the electricity had been
turned off, and the father did not
even have a coat.
A local church became the sponsor of that family, and when they
realized their profound needs, they
were inspired to go beyond their
original budget. They spent $1,800
to help, including the purchase of
beds for the parents who'd been
sleeping on the floor.
"That family's life turned around
because of the assistance they got,"
Herndon asserts. "Any other time
of the year. people are too proud

Ford not helpful
in preserving LBL
Dear Editor:
1 had a conversation Oct. 19 with "Charlie" in
Sen. Wendell Ford's Washington, D.C. office. I
asked him what I thought would be a very simple question. The question was, "What exactly is
the 'commitment to the former landowners of LBL'
that Sen. Ford keeps referring to."
He gave me enough hot air to ride a balloon
to Washington and back. He said that the United
States of America and TVA made a commitment
to keep that land forever. Wrong!!!
To be exact, the land was to be kept by TVA
for a 10-year demonstration period. After that 10
years, legislation was supposed to be written and
the land turnd over to a different agency. Seems
pretty simple to me.
The only commitments that TVA made to the
former landowners were: 1) the promise that the
land was to be used for environmental education
and recreation, 2) the promise that it would not
be inhabited, 3) the promise of no commercialization, and 4) the promise of perpetual access to
cemeteries.
1) Environmental Education - There is none!
They have closed everything down except for the
Nature Station. The empire farm and group camp
has been closed and left to rot. Where did the
environmental education go to?
2) Go down to Wrangler's Camp and let's talk
about the promise that LBL would not be inhabited. You can lease a spot for $2,600 a year. Talk
about taking from the poor and giving to the rich!
Some of the people who rent these places have
their campers anchored in concrete and I can personally take you to one that has a Primestar dish
outside. Looks like they don't plan on going anywhere anytime soon. What do you think?
3) Commercializatibn — what does that mean to
you? If I remember the quote correctly, TVA got
rid of all of the businesses over there because
they wanted "no commercialization in the future;
therefore none remaining from the past."
In 1988 the fight began with just ice and coke
machines...now we're up to grocery stores in the
campgrounds, (which are in direct competition with
the businesses on the outside of LBL [which were
supposed to be stimulated by the creation of LBL),
a restaurant, horse, canoe, and bike rentals...you
can even rent coolers, extension cords and yes,
frying .pans on a daily or weekly basis. So much
for no commercialization!
4) TVA has done nothing up until this year on
perpetual access to cemeteries. I get out to the
cemeteries quite often. They have done nothing in
the last 34 years to these roads. It seems kind of
funny that they have graded, graveled, and/or sidearmed trimmed roads leading to 59 cemeteries in
the last year up through September.
Seems to me people getting out to clean cemeteries and getting stuck made them "look bad" and
now they're out to make themselves look good.
So where have they been the last 34 years (or did
perpetual mean wait 34 years before they begin)?
I would like to know what Sen. Ford thinks the
commitments are. Did he do anything to make
sure that these promises are kept?
No. Was there report language in the budget request
giving them guidelines on what they can or can't
spend this money on? No. Is there a moratorium
on development? Again, no.
I have no problem with TVA keeping the management for another year. But Sen. Ford failed to
give them any rules to play by. If he would have
liked to "keep the commitment" then he could
have written the legislation that was supposed to
have been done 24 years ago keeping the promises that TVA made.
So, all Sen. Ford did was delay the true "commitment" made to Between the Rivers' residents
and play political football with those commitments
and with our public land.

Just drop us a line ...

Ledger &Times
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Sigma Department, Murray Woman's Club
Murray, KY 42071

Dear Editor:
The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club is asking for the community's support of the
park tax that will be decided at the polls in a few
weeks.
For those of you who don't know, the Sigma
Department and the Murray Woman's Club began
a park renovation project four years ago to provide playground facilities and bring the pavillions
back to usefulness.
We worked for two years to raise enough funds
to provide one playground and some other renovation projects. Mattel was encouraged to provide
the other playground that we now have. We have
since completed the basketball complex that is
being widely used for all types of activities.
We begged, pleaded and borrowed to be able
to complete the things we did in the park. You
can only bet, plead and borrow for so long and
you have drained your resources.
to ask for help, but when it comes
There is still much that needs to be .dolie..so
to making sure their children have
much that can be done..but it takes money and
a Christmas, they are willing to
support from the comniunity. That is why this tax
reach out."
is so important.
You don't have to listen to stoWe have a staff now and who has always been
ries of the Santa Project for long,
ready
and wilting to devote the time it will take
before you find yourself groping
to
make
our park something we can be,.. proud of
for your checkbook and a handin our community.
kerchief. The tales are plentiful
The area on Chestnut Street is constantly being
and heart-wrenching. Herndon tells
used
by children who need a place to go and
about last Christmas Eve, when
spend some tune. Maybe if we can provide more
she got a phone call from a clerk
facilities like this, some of the problems on Main
at the JCPenney store. The woman
Street and downtown might disappear.
was distraught as she explained
The park is important to all. Surely not one
that a customer had come in to
person
in this community has not had a reason to
retrieve layaway items for her kids
during the holidays. Use
throtigh...especially
drive
and did not have enough money
the pavillions for family reunions, picnics, etc. or
to pay for them. The clerk asked
watch the children play ball. If we don't take this
if there was any way Donna could
opportunity
to make a difference, we may lose our
help and - just like in a fairy /
Kenny Fralicx
park.
tale - her wish came true when
for
this
tax.
It
45
Buddy
Fralicx Road
consider
voting
"YES"
Please
the Santa Project came to the resamount
to
most
of
you.
Eddyville,
KY 42038
will
only
mean
a
small
cue. Christmas was saved after
all.
With welfare reform forcing
heads of households into miniAttention Officials!
mum wage jobs, the coming holiday season will be tough for many
U.S. REP ED WHITFIELD
families. If you want to pitch in.
Deadline for letters regarding the Nov. 3 election is
236 Cannon House Office Building,
now is the time to start thinking
Oct. 31. We welcome your letters. All letters must be
Washington, D.C. 20510
about it.
202-225-3547 (Washingtom
signed by the writer, with the writer's address and

Santa Projects helps community
"It's the worst possible time of
the year for Christmas," she
declares. "In a rural area, winter
is the hardest season for the working poor. Farm-related, outdoor
and construction jobs cut back.
Some of the plants are on layoff. Parents, especially single parents, are hard-pressed to pay the
bills, much less buy presents."
So says Donna Herndon, who
heads up Calloway County's Family Resource Center, sponsor of
the heart-warming Santa Project.
"It's a total community effort to
make sure that every child in our
county has something to celebrate
on December 25," Herndon
remarks.
And she can recite numbers to
demonstrate how many have been
able to share in the spirit of the
season because others have cared
enough to get involved.
Last year. 1,099 kids and 426
families had more than visions of
sugarplums on Christmas morning because of the Santa project.
In 1997, 25 churches, 30 agencies and organizations, 33 offices
and businesses, and 175 individuals and family units pitched in.
"And they get involved just to
preserve some semblance of a
family Christmas," Donna explains.
"That's what we care about most."
Generous donors are crucial to
the Santa project, but they are
very much in the background. "It's
the parents who pick up the presents and put them under the tree,"
Herndon says. "And if they don't
have a tree, we make sure they
get one. If they can't pick up the
presents, we deliver too, of course."
The Santa Project begins formally in November, when school
children write their letters to the
North Pole. Around the same time,
a mailing goes out to parents in
the city and county asking a simple question:"Does Santa need help
finding your house thi, Christmas'?"

You have probably donated more than you will be
assessed for this tax. With this tax revenue, the
park will be guaranteed an income they can depend
upon which will be instrumental in keeping our
park system intact and provide much needed improvements.
We urge all citizens to support this tax Nov. 3.
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Finding new ways to
provide prenatal care

DEATHS
Connie B. Warren
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Charles Harold Edwards
Charles Harold Edwards, 83, Indian Harbor Beach, Fla., died
Sunday, Oct. II, 1998, at Holmes Regional Medical Center, Melbourne, Fla.
The funeral was at 10 a.m. on Oct. 15 at First Christian Church,
Melbourne, where he was a member. Burial was in Florida National Cemetery, Bushnell, Fla. Beach Funeral Home, Indian Harbor,
was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian Church,
2100 S. Babcock St., Melbourne, FL 32901, or to the Alzheimer's
Association, 1250 Harbor City Blvd., Melbourne, Fl.
A retired educator, he was a graduate of Murray State University, and a member of Phi Delta Kappa fraternity and National Education Association. A World War II Army veteran, he had
worked as a football and basketball coach, high school principal,
superintendent of public schools, and director of secondary schools.
Born in Mansfield, Tenn., he was the son of the late Charles
and Edith Edwards. One sister, Mrs. Mildred O'Leary, and one
brother, Jack Edwards, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. June Edwards, to whom he
had been married for 57 years; one daughter, Mrs. Jeryl Bennett,
Austin, Texas; one son, Charles Edwards Jr., Warwick, R.I.; one
brother, James Edwards, Murray; three grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.
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Dr. Roy V. Kirk, 70, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 26. 1998, at
11:55 am, at his home.
He was a professor and retired chairman of Management Department, Business School, Murray State University. Prior to that he
was professor at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute from 1963 to
1971, visiting professor at Harvard Business School in 1966, and
at Krannart School of Business, Purdue University, in 1978. A
recipient of two Ford Foundation grants, he had served as Management Consultant to several national and international corporations.
Dr. Kirk received his B.S. in Chemical Engineering from Purdue University, and his M.B.A. and Ph.D. from Krannart School
at Purdue University. He was a member of A.A.A.S., American
Economics Association, Society of Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, Murray Rotary Club, and Murray Chapter of Habitat for Humanity.
He was a member, long-time elder and past treasurer of First
Presbyterian Church, Murray. He served in the U.S. Navy as Seaman First Class during World War II.
Born Dec. 9. 1927, in Hartford in Ohio County, he was the
son of the late Alva Thomas Kirk and Martyne Ward Kirk. One
brother. Leo Kirk, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janet Boswell Kirk, to whom
he was married on June 6, 1964, in Troy, N.Y.; one daughter,
Mrs. Jennifer Kirk Ward and husband. Tommy M., and two grandchildren, Mackenzie Brooke Ward and Madison Paige Ward, all
of Beulah; two sisters, Mrs. Alice Jean Cannon, Louisville, and
Mrs. Bonnie Paige DiJulio, Amarillo, Texas; two brothers, Thomas
W. Kirk and wife, Billie, and Kenneth Kirk and wife, Shirley, all
of Hartford; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Kit Bushman of Amarillo, Texas,
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Dr. Roy V. and
Janet B. Kirk Foundation, Murray State University, or to the Murray-Calloway County Hospice Program, 803 Poplar St., Murray,
KY 42071.

HOG MARKET
Mrs. Goldie Edwards
Mrs. Goldie Edwards, 89, US 641 South, Hazel, died Monday,
Oct. 26, 1998, at 1:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Hazel United Methodist Church. Born
Oct. 14, 1909, she was the daughter of the late Bernard Scruggs
and Effie Harrison Scruggs. One son, James Ralphael Scruggs,
one sister, Mrs. Carrie Hughes, and two brothers, Collice Scruggs and Quincy Scruggs, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Ralph Edwards, to whom she
had been married for over 65 years; one daughter, Ms. Marlene
Beach, Murray; one son, James W. Edwards and wife, Jean, Hazel;
one brother, Thomas C. Scruggs and wife, Nene, Murray; four
grandchildren, Carla Halkias, Tracy Butler and husband, Terry,
Micah Edwards, and Cindy Farmer and husband, Howard; five
great-grandchildren, Angela Halkias, Ryan Butler,Logan Butler,Courtney Farmer, and Justin Pittman.
-The funeral will be Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. Eugene Burkeen and the
Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate. Music will be by Olivene
Erwin, pianist, and Oneida White, soloist. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Hazel United
Methodist Church, Hazel, KY 42049.
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Dr. Roy V. Kirk

Connie B. Warren, 86, Murray, died Sunday, Oct. 25, 1998, at
3:15 p.m. at Puryear Nursing Home, Puryear, Tenn.
_He was a retired farmer. Born Oct. 7, 1912, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Vince Albert Warren and Myrtle
Jones Warren.
Survivors include one brother, Eurie Warren, Murray; one stepsister, Mrs. Louise Hicks, and one stepbrother, Jesse Clay Tucker, all of Benton; several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be today at 2 p.m. at Young Cemetery,
west of Lynn Grove. The Rev. John Sheppard will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation is scheduled.

Federal State Market News Sep.ice October
27, 1998 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act. 811 Est. 110 Barrows & Gilts 5.50-51.00
Lower Sows Steady
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.

$18.00-21.00
$21.50-22.00

US 1-3 215-230 lbs
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.

$12.00-14.00

US 1-2 200-215 lbs.
Sows
US 1.2270-350 Ibis.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
US 1-3450-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 & up lbs
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 56.00-7.00

512.00-13.00
$13.00-15.00
515.00-17.00
517.00-23.00
$11.00-12.00

WASHINGTON iAP) — In a
large truck parked in one of the
nation's poorer neighborhoods,
Angel Brooks gazes ahead while
a nurse prods her belly in search
of tiny heartbeats.
The examining room is cramped.
Posters urging safe sex, good nutrition and responsible parenting
crowd the walls. On the other side
of a folding door, other health
workers are counseling a new mother.
It's a "mom van," a prenatal
care truck that visits communities
with high infant mortality rates to
offer pregnant women free basic
health screenings, counseling and
encouragement.
The people at Healthy Start,
part of the federal government,
figured that if women weren't getting early prenatal care, then prenatal care would come to them.
The national infant mortality
rate continues to drop, according
to preliminary 1997 statistics from
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. It is now at 7.1
infant deaths per 1,000 live births.
a 3 percent decline from 1996.
But the black infant mortality'
rate was almost twice that at 13.7.
although still a 7 percent drop
from 1996.
And in the predominantly black
neighborhood where Brooks lives.
where poverty and teen-age pregnancy are common, it's even higher — 17.4 in 1996.
Even that is an improvement
from 22.2 deaths per 1000 births
in 1991, when Healthy Start first
came to Washington and 14 other
cities as an experimental new program to lower the infant mortality rate where it was highest.
Healthy Start has now expanded to include over 70 local programs across the United States and
has $105 million in federal grants

Custom Cabinets
Woodworking
•Office Furniture &
*Kitchen Cabinets
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
Countertops
*Solid Surface

502-759-9672

Stock Market
Report
Prices as el 9 AM
Chg
Company
Price
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. .8502.24 + 70.03
Air Products
3611
/
2-1
/
2
.
AT&T
6414 unc
78'/
1
2
Bell South
46%.-1
/
2
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb _1081
/
2+1
/
2
/
2
Caterpillar
46'4 +1
49% +9/.
Chrysler
48 -1
/
2
.
Dean Foods
/
2
1
2+1
Exxon
72/
51 4
1 +I
Ford Motor
General Electric
871
/
2+
611
/
2+11
/
2
General Motors
1
2
1
2+/
Goodrich
35/
1
2
Goodyear
54'/
1
2+/
HopFed Bank*
B 17%A
IBM
45 +"4,,,
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
LG & E
27 -".
Lucent Tech
81%+1%
Mattel
36).+ 11
/
2
McDonalds
65/
1
2+%
44'/
1
2+'/,.
Mercantile Bank
Merck
132%.+ I.'
Microsoft
106- 11
/
2
/
2
J.C. Penney
49% +1
61%-'6
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
100% +1
/
2
43% -/
1
2
Sears
Texaco
60% + I 1/2
Time Warner
91'4 +Ili
/
2
Union Planters
4611
/
2+1
/
2
32'4+1
UST
Wal-Mart
65% +tit
14i!!ard Lyons is a market makerinns
stock.
NC • no change in pm*.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

614t.
HIWARD
LYONS

Our Rerl Intodment is YOU.
JS Were Cl. lrera, to. • Weer nu rill WC

The
MoneyPlace
513-A S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-8900

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
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L

•New and Used
'Lowest Prices
'Free Mount and
Computer Balance

*We Install & Repair Automotive.
Home Theater. Whole House.
Commercial .3, Professional Audio
Equipment
•Whole House Audio Systems
Piecing of New Homes Ava

*Authorized Dish Network
Home Satellite Systems
Guaranteed Best
Deals Around.

"When It Comes To
Sound...Don't Fool Around!"
t.

Barry James
Audio & Electronics

759-0704

urser

TREE SALE ENDS OCT.31

q8Odd @gOOSan

222 South 12th • Murray • 753-5865

Cash Advance
on your
Personal Check
Cali Or Come ha Today!

AUDIO SPECIALIST

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8-5
Hwy.641 N.• Murray
753-1725

301 Andrus Drive • Murray

We Sell The Best And Install The Rest.
Our Prices Are CHEAPER Than The Big Boys!
SHOP AND COMPARE
MONEY-IN-MINUTES"

hit' 1999. administered by the
Department of Health and Human
Services. Local and private money
also help support the programs.
"Even though our infant mortality rates are going down, the
disparity may suggest that we are
not meeting the needs of certain
members of our community," said
Dr. Thurma McCann Goldman,
national director of Healthy Start.
Healthy Start administrators say
their biggest challenge is narrowing the gap in infant mortality
rates between the races.
A preliminary study of the program in the original 15 cities
showed little or no impact from
1992 to 1994, but federal officials
said it was too early to draw conclusions and prevented researchers
from releasing the data last year.

fling Hilts

We offer lots
of ways to save
on farm insurance.

37 Years In Stereo

Ineuentnwpts Since 1854
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WAREHOUSE TIRE

David R. King
You can insure your farm with quality Grange Insurance for
less when you qualify for our many special discounts. You'll
discover that our flexible programs
are designed to accommodate the
special needs of today's farmer.
INSURANCE
Your partner in protection
Call or visit us soon.

GB

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

400 Industrial Rd.* 753-1111

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

CHOOSE THE BEST
When you leave the hospital to go
home, you feel better, don't you?
Being at home gives you more'choices,
and that's good because it puts you in control.
One of your choices for home health
equipment is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland because of
its network of fully-staffed offices around
PADUCAH

our area which ensure prompt, home-town
care and professional quality. No one has
more facilities or more experience in helping you recover at home.
No matter which hospital you use, or
which doctor you see, you still have a
choice for home health equipment. Holland
is one of your choices.
Your Number One Choice.
MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle • KY 42071
502.753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227.4125

1914 Broadway • KY 4200 1
502.442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800.223.4947

Holland Medical Equipment
Certified Blue Cross / Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment

otS.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

Pictured are the popcorn stitch afghan, Virginia Star quilt.
and Tulip Design quilt to be given away in a promotion at
the First Church Bazaar on Nov. 7. Tickets may be purchased by calling 753-3824 or at the bazaar.

Church plans bazaar Nov. 7
The women of First Christian
Church will have its annual Noel
Market and Christmas Bazaar Nov.
7 at the church.
The bazaar hours will be from
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. with a coffee
shop and baked goods offered in
the morning.

A luncheon 01 soup and cornbread will be served from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. The $3 luncheon includes
dessert and a drink.
A portion of the proceeds from
the event will be donated to community agencies. a church member said.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Oct. 23 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Skaggs baby boy, parents, Gary
and Linda, Gilbertsville.
Dismissals
Mrs. Robbie Lee Dabbs, Hazel:
Larry Dwain McKinney. Farmington; Mrs. Ida M. Mann, Paris.
Tenn.;
Mrs. Jennifer L. Hale and baby
girl, and Larry T. Wyatt, Almo:
Mrs. Dotty E. Norsworthy, Benton; Mrs. Patricia Ann Greer, Camden, Tenn.;
James Ralph Edwards, Joe
Thomas Outland, Mrs. Lurline
Wilkerson, Mrs. Myrtle Miranda
Rogers,
Mrs. Jessie Lee Baker, Mrs.
Mary Frank Valentine, Mrs.
Dorothy M. Enoch,
Mrs. Kristy Gayle Tabers and
baby boy, and John Irby Sammons, all of Murray.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Mrs. Robbie Elizabeth Wilson.
Mrs. Dorothy Ann Daniels, Mrs
Michelle Theodora Morrison.
Charlie Franklin Arnett, Mrs
Rita Carol Imus, and Michael U
McCoy. all of Murray.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Oct. 25 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Matheny baby boy, parents. Jeremy and Melanie, Hazel:
Beck baby girl, parents. Jeffrey and Teresa, Hardin.
Dismissals
Mrs. Clysta Modell Evett. Kirk-sey: Donald Winfield Hunter,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs.' Kristin R.
Raleigh, Benton;
Mrs. Evelyn L. Meddleton,
Paris, Tenn.: Mrs. Linda Sue Skaggs and baby boy, Gilbertsvilie;
Lloyd D. Sills, Tyler A. Proctor, Gene Steely, and Mrs. Alpha
Edmonson, all of Murray.

The Murray Lions Club opened its annual radio auction last
night. It will continue tonight and Wednesday night from 6 to
9 p.m. This is a fund-raising and a fun time for the members
of the club and the public that participates. All proceeds will
stay in Murray and Calloway County. The auction can be heard
on VVNBS AM 1340 and WSJP AM 1130 on your radio dial.
Persons can call 75372400 during the auction hours to bid on
favorite items.
It is remarkable to see work and support the Murray Lions
Club gives to the community. They are a working crew and
have added so _much to the civic organizations of Murray and
Calloway County.

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Oct. 24 have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Gladys H. Travis, Calvert
City; Edward Lee Hudson, Hazel;
(AP) - The futuristic world of
Miss Airiel Brooke Curtis, Wingo; "Space Discovery" becomes a presJohn Shalmon Kirby, Mrs. Nila ent-day accomplishment on a new
Grace Daugherty, Mrs. Stephanie set of U.S. stamps.
Lynn Outlaw and baby girl, all
A strip of individual stamps
of Cadiz;
make up a dazzling display of the
future in outer space. Included are
space vehicles, space ship, space
city and space explorers. The 32cent stamps were designed by
noted aerospace artist Attila Hejja.
In October 1996, the U.S. Postal
We are pleased to
Service launched -Stampers," —
an innovative program designed
announce that
to introduce a new generation to
Tern Sudduth
the hobby of collecting stamps.
The Stampers offer youngsters an
bride-elect of
opportunity to enter the USPS proBenny Garland
gram without charge by calling
(888)
STAMPFUN. As members
has made her
they receive free mailings which
domestic and
include magazines, posters and educational items designed to help
selections
househ.old
them start their own stamp colthrough our
lection.
First-day covers with the offibridal registry.
cial first day of issue cancellaTerri aid Benny
tions for the new space stamps
are available now through the
will be married
Stamp Fulfillment Service of the
November 7, 1998.
USPS. The phone number is (800)
STAMP 24.

Pet Therapy will be Thursday at 3 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all interested persons and their
pets. For more information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

Pet Parade in the park Saturday
A Pet Parade in the Park will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Park. This will be sponsored by the Murray
Animal Hospital. A costume contest will be include. Donations will
be accepted for the Humane Society of Calloway County.

Pet Therapy on Thursday

New stamps
depict space

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today (Tuesday) at 3:30 p.m. in the school library.
Jerry Ainley. principal, invites all interested persons to attend.

Unity Explosion on Friday
"Unity Explosion," sponsored by Voices of Praise Ministries,
will be Friday from 9 p.m. to midnight at the Murray State University Curris Center. Featured will be music, giveaways, and
refreshments. For more information call Sharon Warren at 7623515.
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FINANCE CORP.
Brent Williams, Manager• Gayle Toon, CSR
1304A Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center
(502)759-0310 Phone
(502) 759-8731 Fax
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
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SUPERCENTER
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Sewing Machine
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Home & Industrial

Bring This Ad In For
$5

Children's Shoes
Southside Manor • 753-4383

OFF!!

4-ito

''.••- Fteeit
753-3444
95 Chestnut St., Murray
www designaquilt com

MINIMUM
CURRENT
INTERES1
RATES
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD .

500

500

500

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Candidate forum tonight

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

The 4-H Program and the West KY Assistive Technology Consortium will sponsor a training on Internet and Windows 95 on
Wednesday from 4 to 6 p.m. Limited spaces are available. To sign
up call the Extension Office at 753-1452.

The Youth of First United Methodist Church will sponsor its
annual "Spook Special" on Wednesday from 5:30 to 5 p.m. Featured will be a costume contest, a haunted house, and lots of fun
and games. The event is open any child from birth through 6th
grade. The cost will be $3 per child or $5 for two children the
same family. All proceeds will help fund a youth mission trip. For
more information call Danielle at the church office, 753-3812.

500

C 4 35% 4•35%
3.94c/c 4.14% 4•97(7•

Special training Wednesday
-

'Spook Special' on Wednesday

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

3.90% 4.10% 4.90% 4.30c/c 4.30%

The 4-H Officer Training will be. Thursday from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public Library. All 4-H officers and interested youth are welcome to attend.

A Halloween Carnival will be Thursday from 5:30 to 8 p.m. in
the Carr Health Building South Gym, Murray State University.
Prizes, refreshments, games. and haunted house will be featured.
Students in Grades Kindergarten through 6th Grade, accompanied
by parents, are invited to attend.

,

500

Officer Training on Thursday

Halloween Carnival on Thursday
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The Calloway County American Heart Walk will be Nov. 7 at
the Murray State University Regional Special Events Center. Registration will start at 8:30 a.m. and the Walk at 9 a.m. For more
Information call Julie Smith, Walk Chairman, at 753-9802 or Jennie Harcourt, AHA Director, at 753-2442.

Excludes sale items, accessories & baby shoes

182-DAY
I2-MONTH
I5-MONTH
18-MONTH
CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT OP DEPOSIT OF DEPOSIT

The Calloway County Extension Council will meet Thursday at
7 p.m. in the Weaks Center. Topics for discussion include election
of officers, delegates for Area Extension Council, committee reports,
and nominees for Extension District Board. All council members
are encouraged to attend.
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AA meeting will be Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Center for Accessible Living, located in the Dixieland Shopping Center at 1304-U
Chestnut St., Murray. For more information call Sue at 753-3161.

Over 25 Years Experience

Layaway Now For
Christmas

Calloway County High School will have Parent-Teacher Conferences on Thursday from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. An appointment is not
necessary. Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all parents or guardians to
attend.

RO

AA meeting on Thursday

SALES • SERVICE

Hwy 641 N • Murray

Parent-Teacher conferences Thursday
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C'allow ay County Association of Concerned Citizens will sponsor a candidates" forum for County Judge/Executive candidates
tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. This forum will air live on Calloway
County High School's WCSD-TV (Channel 7 on County Cable and
Channel 28 to Murray Cable). The public is invited to submit
questions for the candidates by calling 759-4735.

KEEP MURRAY CLEAN

Vote

Calloway County
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Considerate * Conscientious * Courteous * Capable * Concerned * Caring * Committed Competent * Compassionate * Cooperative *
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November reveals changing face of adoption
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Jerry Travis is pictured rescuing the cat,"Hobo," which belongs
to Kelsey Williams and Bobby Cunningham. Travis got the
cat out of the tree which is 50 feet high. The cat was at
the 40-foot marker in the tree when Travis reached him.

ROC will resume cleanup
Between the Rivers Preservation Organization will kick off the
second season of the Rescue Our
Cemeteries Project at 9 a.m. Saturday.
According to Jim Baccus, ROC
Project Leader, the work day will
'begin with volunteers helping family members reset damaged monuments at the recently vandalized
Acree Cemetery.
The day's work will also involve
cleaning other cemeteries in that
section of Land Between the Lakes.
Anyone interested in preserving historic cemeteries is invited

to participate. Volunteers should
wear work clothes and gloves and
bring rakes, pruning shears, yard
tools, and a sack lunch.
For convenience, two meeting
places .have been selected in. the
north and south sections of LBL:
Jenny Ridge Picnic Area on the
Trace, just north of Highway 68,
and the picnic area opposite the
South Welcome Station near Highway 79.
Both groups will assemble at
8 a.m. to car pool.
For information call 753-4934
or 489-2975.

Like many agencies that serve
children and families, Kentucky
Baptist Home for Children is
encouraging communities around
the commonwealth to explore the
changing face of adoption during
the month of November.
"The needs of children across
the country compel us to better
educate the public on the reality
of adoption today," said Barbara
Lee, director KBHC Pregnancy
Counseling and Adoption Program.
Such education can begin at
the Adoption Fair of the Bluegrass, Nov. 15 at Lexington Mall
from 1 to 4 p.m. Workshops include
open, international and. transracial
adoptions and foster care. For
details, call 1-800-432-9346.
According • to the Child Welfare League of America, in 1995
there were 20,000 children adopted from the nation's foster care
system out of the 100,000 who

Navy Petty Officer 3rd Class
George R. Bowling is one of more
than 380,000 active _duty sailors
celebrating the Navy's 223rd birthday this month.
Bowling is currently halfway
through a six-month deployment
to the Mediterranean Sea and Arabian Gulf aboard the amphibious
assault ship USS Saipan, homeported in Norfolk, Va.
The Navy was created by the
Continental Congress on Oct. 13,

Students take trip to LBL
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The third grade class of Christian Fellowship School traveled
recently to the Land Between the
Lakes Nature Center. The students
were guided through a variety of
activities by Leslie and Christy,
workers at the center.
The first activity was to act as
parts of a tree. Students assumed
the roles of phloem, lateral roots,
cumbian, tap root, bark, heartwood
and leaves. This demanded cooperation on the part of everyone,
a teacher said.
Next the class.took a one-mile
bike around Honker Lake, the
home of the giant Canadian goose.
They used field guides to identify different kinds of insects, leaves.

and spiders.
Working in pairs and carrying
a clipboard, the students did leaf
and bark rubbings.
During the adventure, the students discovered deer tracks, as well
as the tracks of other animals.
They had lunch at the covered
pavilion overlooking Honker Lake.
Before leaving the area, the class
viewed the caged animals on display at the center.
Beth Penick, who teaches high
school math and physics at Christian Fellowship School, has been
selected to be included in the fifth
edition of Who's Who Among
America's Teachers 1998.

ability. needs 1st be on medication. or requires counseling to
deal with issues stemming from
abuse or neglect."
Sibling groups of three or more
children are also considered special needs because of the difficulty in finding families for them.
"The support you receive as
parents in the Special Needs Adoption program is part of KBHC's
mission," Lee Said. "We help parents identify their strengths and
capabilities and then look for a
child who could really thrive in
their home.
Many of the fees associated with
traditional adoption do not apply
with special needs children. In
many cases, medical care is provided for the child.
KBHC offers free orientations
that outline the adoption process.
Anyone interested in Special Needs
1
Adoption tirT ,11,:11 KM-f('

Each teacher is selected by one
or more former students who themslves were listed in either Who's
Who Among American High School
Students or The National Dean's
List.
Christian Fellowship School is
collecting aluminum soft drink cans
in order to purchase a machine
which will cut letters and various
shapes to be used for decorating
bulletin boards and numerous other
projects.
If you have'soft drink cans to
donate to help in this project,
bring them to the school throughout the week during normal school
hours.

800-928-5242
Also KBHC proN, ides care kit
children who have been abused.
neglected. or whose families are
in crisis. The agency assists more
than 3,3(X) children and adults
each year.
Residential programs include
Spring Meadows Children's Home
in Louisville; Glen Dale Children's Home in Glendale; the Baptist Youth Ranch in Elizabethtown; the Dixon Temporary Shelter in Dixon; the Baptist Youth
Shelter in Morehead; the Genesis
Home in Mayfield; the Southern
Region Shelter in Bronston; and
the Wilderness Camping Treatment Program in Somerset.
KBHC also manages private foster homes; provides family preservation and reunification services;
and offers independent living, college and career, and child develrr,'nt
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could not return to their families
of origin because of the risk of
abuse, neglect or serious conflict.
In Kentucky, just over half of
the children legally free for adoption in 1995 were placed into
adoptive homes, according to
CWLA. The average wait for children to be adopted in Kentucky
was more than 15 months.
"Couples who want to adopt
infants are discovering that they
could wait years for a placement,"
Lee said. "But the good news is
that there is still a way to build
a family through adoption, by
considering children with special
needs."
Lee said the term "special
needs" can
be
misleading.
"Although many special needs children are medically fragile, they
do not necessarily have profound
health problems. It could mean
that a child has a learning di'.-

1775, after George Washington
appealed for its formation.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth D. Stallons of 2115 Kings Chapel Rd.,
_ Since then the Navy has been
involved in all of the nation's Cadiz, are the parents of a son, Benson Thomas Stallons, born Sunconflicts, from the Revolutionary day, Sept. 20, 1998, at 3:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County HospiWar to Desert Storm, and sailors tal.
The baby weighed eight pounds four ounce sand measured 20 3/4
continue to serve the nation today
on ships and at bases around the inches. The mother is the former Joy Allen. A brother is Jared Allen
Stallons._
world.
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Randy Allen, and Mr. and Mrs.
On Oct. 13 every year, sailors
mark the date as a time for cer- Paul Stallons, all of Cadiz.
Great-grandparents are the Rev. and Mrs. Randolph Allen of Muremony and reflection on the deeds
of the men and women who served ray. Mrs. Etta Elliott of Hopkinsville. and Thomas Dunn and Mrs.
before and who have given today's Nell Birdsong, both of Cadiz.
sailors their legacy of _honor,.
c- ourage and. commitment.
Bowling's ship presents a formidable U.S. presence which can
provide a rapid response in times
of crisis. Sailors aboard USS Saipan
can support a variety of missions
from amphibious assaults to providing humanitarian aid.
A 1994 graduate of Calloway
County High School, Bowling
joined the Navy in January 1995.
He is the son of Robin R. Free
of Murray.

Benson Thomas Stallons

SUPPORT YOUR HOMETOWN

FINAL DAYS! EXTENDED THROUGH WED., OCT. 28!

the almost everything
Regi3try

&dal

We are pleased to
announce that 1
Crystal Rowland
bride-elect of
Jeremy Price
has made her
domestic and
household selections
through our
bridal registry.
Crystal and Jeremy
will be married
November 7, 1998.

,WMAWUT
SUPERCBVTER
xre

fit

Experience the beauty
VANGUARD
ofa real wood fire
Vent-Free
& the warmth of ventGas Log Heaters
free gas space heating.
& Fireplace
Products

off
25%
Shopping Spree
• Playwear

• Dresses

Introducing The New Line of Split Oak Logs
Complete Installation & Service OfGas Heaters & Fireplaces.

Steele and Allbritten

wy. 641 N.• Murray

• Sportswear

`1ES! I WANT IT!
I LOVE IT!

• Outerwear

I'LL TAKE IT!!!

• Separates
& Sets

• Sweaters

• Sheets

• Blouses

• Blankets

• Khakis

• Comforters

• Jewelry

• Towels

• Wallets

• Luggage

• Slippers

• Dress Shoes

• Hosiery

• Casual Shoes

• Lingerie

• Athletic Shoes

• Sleepwear

• Sportcoats

• Handbags

• Dress Shirts

• Plush Toys

• Sportshirts

• Sleepers

• Athletic &

302 South 3rd St. • Murray • 753-5341

CERTIFIED NURSE-MIDWIVES PARTICIPATE IN
MAJOR WESTERN KENTUCKY HEALTH PLANS
As members of the Jackson Purchase
Physician Association, Certified Nurse
Midwives Candace Riehl and Lisa Alvey are
participants in most of the Western Kentucky
Health Insurance Plans.

• Baby

Certified Nurse midwives have been shown
to provide that something "special" for their
patients, not found in physician only
Obstetrical practices. Offices in Paducah,
Benton, and Mayfield, Ky.
For that personalized level of care not found
elsewhere, contact .CNM Candace Rich! or
Lisa Alvey at Pinelake Women's Healthcare.

It Only Happens
Twice A Year!

Blankets

Team Apparel
• And More

Lace Up Your Sneakers & Join Us in
the Race For The Cure!

25% Off Catalog purchases from
our 1998 Fall & Winter Catalog.

Proceeds from the Race For The Cure' support the Susan G.
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation's National Grant Program
and education and mammography screening projects in Race
communities. For questions regarding breast health concerns
Or breast cancer call 1-800-11M-04ARE. For more information
on a Race near yeu, call 1 -8118-603-RACE.

Cal 1-800-222-6161 and ask for your
"Operator Cathy" Discount Order from October 16
through October 28, 1998. Some exclusions apply.
See below for details.
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Visit JCPenner on the Internet at vninv.jcpenney.com
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JCPenney

PINELAKE WOMEN'S HEALTHCARE
•Mt J.C. Amoy Gown los

CALL 1-800-872-9295 FOR APPOINTMENT INFORMATION

I

STYLE'"
YOUR
Murray, KY
Center
•
Chestnut Hills Shopping
759-1400
LOVE

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am to 8 pm
Sat 9arn to 6 pm
Sun. ipm to 5 pm

8
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After week off, Racers prep for Tech
but we're a lot better oft healthINDefensive end Esters wise than we were a week ago,'
"Our guys seem to be
to sit out first half for he added.spirits
and they're wady
in good
personal foul vs. EKU to ct back k woik."
During the Racers time off.
By MARK YOUNG
Tennessee Tech (3-4, 2-3 OVC)
Sports Editor
defeated Eastern Kentucky Saturday 31-29 in triple overtime at
A week off could be just what Cookeville.
the doctor ordered for Denver JohnMeanwhile, Eastern Illinois eonson's Murray State Racers.
tinues to lead the conference at
Literally.
3-0 after a 35-32 win at Middle
Murray State (5-2, 3-1 Ohio Tennessee.
State
Tennessee
Valley Conference)returns to action improved to 3-1 in the conference
Saturday at home against Ten- with a 76-0 lambasting of Tennessee Tech a much healthier team nessee-Martin to stay even in the
than after the Racers' Oct. 17 win conference race with Murray State.
at Eastern Kentucky.
"1 though the OVC race would
"We desperately needed the open be interesting, Johnson said. -lendate.- Johnson said at Monday's nessee State is looking scary, and
weekly press conference. "We were they probably ought to be undethreadbare after the Eastern game, feated in the conference. They
and we were a twisted ankle away were trying to make a statement
from disaster.
against Martin.
"We're not 100 percent now,
"We're anxious to play again.

and the good thing is nun our
destiny is in oui own hands.- he
added.
he
The colif.rence ra,.e
accided in MC
as lenhess,.. State isits
saturdu-,.. NItnia: State
ilimois
No'' 7 Ind
.it I si.
he Rmer lost iennessee state
Nov 14
"it's pt ett.. interesting right now
,itat EaStlitllino.us and fen•
lessee state all Itxt: k, play each
.,ther.- Johnson saki. "t said earl.,
could ge, to ow
• Ai Aka ,f
open date and be in the middle
of the pack that's all we could
hope for.
"I didn't think anybody could
go undefeated in ate
this year, but if Eastern Illino,s
can do it, than I tip tro, tut ,o
them. he added
Tech. has het. up alai uown
nil a
;this season. After
52-0 win over Kentucky Wesleyan

me Golden Eagles dropped four
straight, losing to Alabama-Birmilignani, Eastein Illinois, Middle
Tel.nessee and Southeast Missouri.
uut Te•ch bounced back with a
win at UT Martin Oct. 17 before:
last week's xictory over Eastern
Kentucky. which dropped the
Colonels to 1-3 in the OVC, just
ihead of last-place Martin.
Tennessee tech is a good team
.ino they•re getting better,on said. "l'hey . ve always played
twod defense, and its basically
they hact iast
yew.
"They're starting to find a few
answers offensively, and they're a
little better than their record indi:nos he said "We will have to
Islas. extremely well to beat them."
,sturray State, ranked 13th in
1--N A. will be without defensive
coo iony Esters for the first half
tit Saiwelay's ainc h. cause of a
repninand for a personal foul

against Eastern Kentucky. Esters
-was not penalized on the play, but
the half-game suspension was handed down by the OVC office following a resiese of the game tape.
'I don't dispute that Tony threw
a poach, 1 don't condone that."
Johnson said "What I'm upset
about is that it wasn't called on
the field and he was penalized in
retrospect."
•
On the flip side, Johnson said
freshman tight end Josh McKeel,
a Calloway County graduate. will
likely see game action Saturday..
McKeel has been sidelined since
the season opener with a knee
injury. McKeel dressed out at Eastern Kentucky, but did not play.
"With the open week Josh ought
to be well, and we certainly hope
to work him back in.- Johnson
said. "We should haVe sLseiam
opportunities to use lilt, . aaTet,a, Situal is

By STEVE BRISENDINE
Associated Press Write
AP) KANSAS CITY M
First. the Pittsburgh Steelers kept
their poise in the face of Arrow
head Stadium's notoriously noisy
fans. Then the Steelers quieted
them.
. Finally, they sent most of the
fans to the exits early - in a 7point game - while the ones
remained jeered the home team
Unfazed by the fifth- largest
crowd in Arrowhead history, the
Steelers used spectacular specialteams play and a workmanlike
offense to beat Kansas City 2013 and snap the Chiefs' 11-game
regular season home winning
streak.
"You'll have to ask the Kansas
City boys . how it feels to have
their 14n, leave on them," said
Steelers quarterback Kordell Stewart. whose 5-yard touchdown pass
to Charles Johnson broke a 13.all tie with just over 10 minutes

our fans were more excited than
they were
Murray who lost a 3-2 overThere's no
DRAFFENVILLF
tie
.iiatch to Tilghman during
margin for error in the regional
the regular season. fell in the
tournament
rcgion semifinal inaten for the sec1 he Murray High Tigers learned
straight ,seasun. 'the Tigers
ond
that lesson Monday night in a 1fell
to
Madisonville in last year's
0 loss to Paducah Tilghman in
tournament
the sc.:MAMA mound 01 tilt- 1.11st
Tornado (13-7)
The Blue
Region Soccer Tournament at Maradvances to the region finals
School.
shall County High
Wednesday at 7 p.m. against MatThe Tigers. who finished at an
(.ounty (11 81 r 2-0 overe'en 10-10 on the season, played
time.
winner oei Lone Oak in
lethargically in the first half, and
alatch The winMonday's
saw a good second half effort fall
will ;1"L.: C nito a sub-state
ner
just short as Tilghman made its
match later this week at the home
slim lead hold up.
of
the Second Region winner.
"They played really well, and
Tilghman
got all the offense it
we came out flat in the first half"
need
•it the first half
would
said Murray head coach Lilies
when Cliff Prschaii scored off a
Weatherly:. "I can't explain why
throw-in harciy se .et minittes into
you come out flat in a regional
ihe contest.
tournament ... I told the guys that
The scoic aL.:'.itteLl 'when Pak iek
Green
threw the ball toward the
SCOTT NANNEWLedger photo
Murray's Ryan Gelb (right) center of the pet from new the
front
moves the ball up the field corner-kick ale Waiting in
against Tilghman Monday.
Of See Paye 9
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

• See Page 9

Louisville's
Johnson
arrested
on Sunday

Reidland ends Lady
Lakers' season, 3-0
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
HOPKINSVILLE -- Calloway County's scoring opportunities weren't plentiful in Monday's First Region soccer tournament opener
against Reidland.
Still. Mark Kennedy II 'thought his tem(
certainly.i had enough to win.
Perhaps the best chance, though, one that
was waived off as the first half ended, changed
the entire complexion of the match.
Brooke Lencki's apparent goal in the closing seconds of the opening half was disallowed. leaving Reidland up 1-0 at halftime.
Despite seeing improved play from his team
in the second 40 minutes, Kennedy's% Lad:,
Lakers were unable to dent the scoreboard in
a 3-0 loss, ending their season at 11-7.
"They. ruled that the bpll didn't cross the
line before the final whistle blew," Kennedy

said of the negated score. "We had some
nice linkage there and it was an exact -textbook play for us, but we had an extra touch
and we needed to be more direct.
"The chances were there for us. there just
weren't as many,- he added. "We had eight
shots and they were all quality opportunities.
and then when you add the penalty kick we
had and some free kicks, we had 11 or 12
chances to score. We just couldn't find the
back of the net.Reidland's Anne Hancock scored the match's
first goal with 10:23 showing on/the first
IN See Page 9
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Calloway CounWs Courtney Hamby
(left) presures a Reidland player in Monday's regional tournament match.

•

$91 million keeps Piazza with Mets
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Mike
Piazza heard the boos. He knows
how tougit New York fans are.
And he decided to stay with the
Mets anyway.
"I'd rather burn out than fade
away.- he said, echoing the words
of Neil Young. after the Mets formally announced his record $91

HUNTINGDON VALLEY, Pa.(AP)- The
top 25 teams in the Sports Network Division
I-AA tuotLei. . ii, with
votes in
parenthes .
threugh Oi. 25.
points and orevious ranking
R•cord Pie Pr,
Ga b,,,therr ka3) ô
2,421
1
2 Hampton '1)
70 2 2t7
2
3 Western Illinois(2) 7-1 2,228
.3
4 N westeii. St. Co
ci-1 2,136
4
5 McNeese St.
6-1 2,032
5
6 Appalachian St.
6-1 1,923
7
7. Florida A&M
6-1 1.776
8
8. Delaware
5-2 1,692
9
9. Connecticut
6-1 1,674 10
10. Youngstown St.
5-2 1,488 11
11 Western Kentucky 6-2 1,360 12
12. William & Mary
62 1,338
6
13. MURRAY ST.
5-2 1,266 13
14. bouthern U.
6-2 1,080 15
15. Troy State
1.030 16
16. Massachusetts
5-2 906 19
17. Hoistra
5-2 870 20
18. Eastern Illinois
5-2 732 21
19. Hichi.h.,..o
o 2 623 23
20. South Florida
5-2 501
14
21. Montana State
5-2 419 22. Jacksonville State 6-2 380 23. Webe' State
5-3 235 17
24. Illinois State
5-2 233 18
7-0
19825 Lehigh

Tigers bow to
Tilghman in
regional 1-0

Steelers
ignore
crowd to
top Chiefs

•

DIVISION I-AA POLL

million. seven-yeai contract on intends to announce Wednesday it
Monday at Shea Stadium. "I might has re-signed pitcher Al Leiter to
as well get booed by the best if a $32 million, fouryear contract.
I was going to get booed by anyMets general manager Steve
Phillips also is dose to a deal.
one.As the grounds crew resodded .with Los'Angeles that would •bring
oa,i,
outfielde, Bobby
the 'field, pit.i.arin fo; next
the Mets began what figures to New York. perhaps with second
be a flurry of offseasn moves. baseman Eric Young. for reliever
New York. which finished one Mel Roliv,
ve has the permission
game out in the NI. wild-card race.

the obligation to go Out .and put !Ida, then the Marlins sent him
as many pieces together as he can, k, New York seven days later. and
short of going out on the subway Met, fans immediately expected
tracks and throwing money at him to lead the team back to the
trains.- co-owner Nelson ctouhle- playoffs for the first time in a
decade.
day said.
It took until' the final month of
a a six time All-Star, was
move. the season for him to settle down,
the first Major of
ad the 30-yew -old emetic' wound
sThe Dodgcrs traded him to Flori
kia on May 15 after failing to
work out a new multiyear ton- III See Page 9

----EOUISViLLE, Ky. to
Louisville tot w ad Nate Jolinson
will miss the Cardinals first two
games this season after hir arrest
outside a nightspot during the w cekend.
Coach Denny Crum announced
the two-game suspension on Monday.
Johnson, 6-foot-6 junior from
Camden, N.J., was arrested early
Sunday after police said he shouted expletives at officers.
Johnson was charged with
drunkenness and disorderly conduct He 'Was ieleased from jail
Sunday on his 7iWn recognizance.
Attorney linimy Ellis eine:led
an innoeent plea .n Johnson's
behali in Jelterson District Court
on Monday. Johnson was not present but will be required to appear
in court Mo. 16 for a preliminary hearing, Ellis said. He .:aid
Johnson would have no eaminient
on the situation.
"My usual policy is to p--,.aect
: and
the privacy of our player,
handle- any disciplinai) measures
internally.- Crum said in a statethe secment. "However. thr
ond tinie Nate s
have
III See Page 9
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MURRAY

the first one - and fumbleu
hall away on Kansas City's last

lett in the game. But to me. it
"Pittsburgh played well, but we
means we had to be doing sometake care of the football didn't
thing 1,ght
frankly had too many penwe
and
Pitt .bst.,,h (5-2)...minted just
Chiefs
coach Marty Schotalties,"
ili
an
thetit
of
one
four penalties,
said.
"Until we undertenhe;mer
tentional delay of game late in the
,tand the importance of that and do
game None of the other three
something about it, we'le going to
could be attributed to crowd noise
to have the same probcontinue
And Jerome Bettis. who has batlem."
tled knee problems this season,
Grbac, 0-2 as a starter after
helped the Steelers control the pace
missing four games with a shoulder
of the game with 33 carries tor 119
injury. put some of the blame on
yards.
his teammates.
"We're just trying to play physi"There's only so much a quarcal football," Bettis.said. "I don't
terback
can do," said Grbac, who
think if., particularly me funning
hit 15 of 36 passes for 224 yards
the ball 'S
and tied the game with a 2-yard TD
The Chiefs looked disorganized
pass to Andre Rison in the third
from the. outset Their first series
quarter.
began at their I when Tamarick
"I can put guys in certain situaVanover elected not to field Josh
tions to make plays," Grbac said. "I
Miller's punt - and ended when
can't catch the ball. I can throw,
Lance Blown blocked Louie Aguibut I can't catch it. But that's no
ar's punt in the end zone and fled
There's other halls I wasn't
excuse.
McAfee recovered lot a 1 0
in
with."
rhythm
Steelers
Norm Johnson kicked two field
Kansas City (4 3) committed 10
goals for the Steelers (5-2) includpenalties. including one that u iped
:ng
a .4-yarder with no time left in
foi
,in.•ihei
touchdown
and
out a
,he lust halt to give Pittsburgh a
having 12 men in the huddle in
0-6 lead.
their final possession
Joe H,rn iook the second-halt
And Elvis Grbac threw two inlot an apparent
terceptions - although he recov- kickoff 93
but fed Popson
touchdown,
(lids
ered Darren Perry's fumble after
was flagged lot holding.

Sports
BRIEFS

Wood named OVC freshman of the week
Freshman Jessica Wood of the Murray State volleyball team was named Ohio
Valley Conference freshman of the week for the week ending Oct. 25.
The honor is the second for the 5-7 outside hitter thi. ejul, n.:amity her the
second Racer to win =re than on such honor this year Fellow MSU player Auid ,;...hro -in of the .eek nonor last week.
drey Nelson pickA
Wood earned the honor after leading MSU at Arkansas State Oct. 20 with 144
kills and an attack percentage of .270, then slamming a career-11104y .g 23 kill:
a ce.,,r-high 67 attacks ayainst OVC rirai Moinhaad Oct e4. JVJOt.
on the team with 257 kills, 243 digs and 3.21 kilis per game.
Murray State (10-13, 7-5 OVC) visits OVC rival Tennessee-Martin (13-11, 66)tonight at 7 in a bid to solidify its chances for a berth in the six-team OVC tournament at the end of the season. The Racers are in a tie for fourth place in the
10-team conference with Austin Peay, which MSU visits Nov. 3.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.

on

halt clock, the eireyhounds' first
break in the hard-fought niatchup
"I didn t think we responded
o.ell to piessure in the first half."
Kennedy said. "We were surprised
a team calit at us as hard as we
come at teams. an we were a little
tier% out,

But Calloway had a much better
showing in the first half Monday
than in its regular season encounter
with Reidland, in which the Lady
Hounds led 4-U at halftime on their
"I can't fault us for our effort."
way to a 5-0 win.
Kennedy
said.
-Reidland was frustrated in the
Calloway loses eight seniors -first half tonight because we didn't
all starters -- from this year's
lay down for them," he said. "They
which Kennedy said set a
squad,
first
the
in
on
caught us
an off night
for next season's squad to
standard
half last time, but we played them
for.
shoot
better in the second half of that
"I hate to see our seniors lose,"
game."
said. "This group beat Murray
he
Calloway stepped up its physi
times, finished as district runthree
cality in the second half, but Reidland increased its lead to 2-0 with ner-up and went to the region for
23:19 to go on a score by Danielle only the second time.
"We hope to be here again next
Murt. Hancock added a meaninghe added. "It was a building
year,"
less goal with less than 30 seconds
for us to get to the point we
process
left for the 3-0 final
and we want to keep
now.
are
•
haid
Keunedy said. But when you have building.

•

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County's Kennette Cleaver (right) boots the ball away
from a Reidland player Monday.

it.J

111Piazza...
From Page 8
up hitting .348 in 109 games for the
Mets with 23 homers and 76 RBIs,
finishing with an overall .329 average, 32 homers and 1 1 l RBIs.
By mid-October, Mets fans had
sent the team an e-mail with 10,000
names urging Piazza be re-signed.
Phillips said he received dozens of
phone calls - including one daily
call from a Brooklyn Knights of
Columbus lodge - telling him to
keep the catcher.
"I definitely had some growing
pains coming here," Piazza said.
''Once I went through the ups and
downs of New York, I definitely
wanted to finish my career here."
Piazza, a former 62nd-round
draft pick, broke the record for
largest deal and highest average
salary set last December when Pedro Martinez agreed to a $75 million, six-year contract with the Boston Red
He said he didn't expect his record to last long, perhaps not even

•

aitan

111Johnson...
until opening day and that he kite a
the contract would bring about high

From Page 8

expectations.
"It's not going to get any easier," he said. "But I think I'm up
for the challenge."
Doubleday said ticket prices will
go up for next season - he didn't
specify how much - but said they
would have gone up even without
Piazza's contract because the Mets
intended to raise their payroll significantly.
"Coming close is not good
enough next year," Doubleday said.

The Mets wanted to send a message to other free agents that they'
were going to compete next year,
and worried the price would go up
if they had waited. For baseball and
marketing reasons, they wanted to
build their team around P,azza.
-oast] to
"The main reasoi,
do it as quickly as we did that we
. ne
diUuit. a ant .hilit out
market,"co-owner Fred V‘ on
said.
Is

become a public issue and I believe
our fans need to be informed of the
actions I will take."
Police officers were dispersing a
crowd outside Taylor Made Lounge
at about 2:30 a.m. EST when Nate
Johnson started shouting expletives
at the officers, police spokesman
Eric Johnson said.
It was the second time police
had been called that night to Taylor
Made for what police said was spillox from a party celebrating Louis% tile's homecoming football
game.
Nate Johnson, a two-year starter,
averaged 12.3 points and 5.9 rebounds per game last season
Johnson was ordered in June to
undergo drug counseling and was
suspended from the team after an
undisclosed amount of marijuana
was found in his dormitory room.
The case was dismissed and Johnson was reinstated to the team after

933-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there

41111•••••••

PREP FOOTBALL POLLS
LuthSVILLE, Ky. (AP) - The top teams
in In, Kentuck., A.
t P. g high
0. tootball polls, wire tirst-plact- votes,
cis, total points ano ,iievious raiikings:
Class AAAA
Rank-School FPV Rcd
1 Nelson Co. (12)
9-0
2. Tates Creek (3) 9-0
72
3. Lou. Male
8-1
4. Marshall Co
7-2
S. Lou. Si Xavier
b-I
6. ilericiers,,ii
7-2
7 L... E.:rn Creek
8 Lou PI Rdge Pk
8-1
9 Lou DeSales
8-1
7-2
10.North Hardin

TP Pvs
1
146
137
4
107
8
94
7
78
76
3
4
44
36 10
30
6
9
28

Others receiving votes ..A.utt Co. Loo.
Ballard, Madison Central, Lea. Henry Clay.
Owensboro Apollo, Lou. Trinity, Central
Hault
Fairdale.
Glass AAA
Rank-Schcol FPV Rcd
1. lighlanUs 1151
9-0
2. is ,rviit,g Green
9-0
3. Bell Co.
8 1
4 Logan Co
5. Roe
b-J
6. Paducah lughman 6-3
7 Oldham Ls..
O. Union Co.
6-3
54
9. Co, Catholic
lb ,u ,Wagyene,

TP Pvs
15e
131
2
124
3
5
80
4
73
6
71
d
62
7
39
9
37
20
lb

Others receiving votes- South
reenup Co.. Lou. Valley. Oixie Heights.
.,iarrt Central, Owei ;be. M ntythirei y
„.
Sreb ,tem. Put-do CO

your
MARSHALL
ENGINE
HEADQUARTERS
Hundreds of Silts available.
All cc...manufactured to new
condition.

3 Year/50,000
Mile Warranty
Complete Long Blocks

As low as $859
Financing available as low
as $29 per month.

IV Auto Parts

512 S. 12th St.
753-4563

Class AA
Rank School FPV Red
1 L.
9-0
9-0
2. Lawrence Co.(1)
8 1
3. Danvilie
7-2
4. Breau iitt Co.
5. Newport
8-1
7-2
6. Ow sbro Catholic
8-1
7. Caldweli Co.
7-2
8. Coroin
81
9. Ednionseri CO.
6-3
10.Boyte Co

'TP Pvs
149
2
136
107
3
101
5
4
81
7
64
62
8
6
37
19 10
16

Others receiving votes; Berlin east LaRue co. Prestousourg Cawood, Bourbon
Co., Russ&I, Glasgow, Hancock Co.
Class A
Rank-School FPV Rd
1. Beectiwood (13)
7-0
2. Mayflad
(1) 9-0
81
3. Middlesboro (1)
4. Campbellsville
5 PikeviriL
6 Lou Holy C • Os.
7. mi, •
8-1
8. Crittenden Co.
/ 6-2
9. MURRAY
5-4
10.Bardstown

TP Pvs
1
147
2
131
122
3
4
105
86
4t,
30
23
19

9
10
8

'aintsville, Lynn
Others receiving
Can. alton Co.. Par v. Phelps.

meeting for the regional draw
Sunday and you play on Monday you ean't spend a few days
preparing like you'd want to.
"I thought in the first half tonight we weren't as physical as I
would like," he added. "We're
oinpetitive when we're rough:
other teams might not like it, but
that's when we're at our best and it
takes others out of their game. In
the second half we possessed the
ball a lot.Reidland outshot Calloway 15-

the
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State Form Insurance t.,:empenles
Horne Offices: BloomIngtori
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From

ETigers...

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

a

9

INLady Lakers...

111Steelers...
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of the goal was Martin Rains, who
headed the ball to Paschall for the
easy kick.
According to Weatherly, the
goal was scored off one of Tilghman's trademark set plays.
"They work on that play a lot,"
Weatherly explained. "We've
worked hard in practice trying to
defend that play, and we knew they
would tiy to execute it. But they
were able to score anyway."
Murray picked up its pace in the
second half pressuring the Tilghman defense with several shots on
goal.
Micah Cathey. the Tigers' leading scorer, had two opportunities to
tie the match -- one with a kick that
bounced off the top of the goal
rolled over and a direct kick that
was stopped by Tilghman goalie
Ben Beaton
Beaton recorded six saves on the
night while Murray's Fulton Hart
s.t9pped four. The Tigers had II
rots on goal to Tilghman's 12.
"We played pretty hard in the
second half," said Weatherly."We
went at the ball harder, but it was
just too little too late for us ... You
havF to give Paducah Tilghman a
lot of credit. They played really
well."
The loss marked the final match
for 12 Murray seniors.

"NOTICE...IHEISBERS OF WESTERN
WIRD( lIRtJ 10BACCO GROWERS
ASSOCIATION
The Annual Meeting of members will be
held on Thursday, November 5, 1998, at the
National Guard Armory, Highway 121
North, Murray, Kentucky, 6:30 p.m. The
purpose of the meeting will be to hear the
President's Report and a general discussion
of the cooperative's affairs.
Following the meeting, refreshments will
be served and $500 in door prizes will be
given.
Laura S. Paschall
Secretary"

he completed the drug-counseling
program in August.
"I took clear measures privately
to address Nate's offense which occurred in June," Crum said. "Even.
with the legal proceedings of this
current alleged offense incomplete,
I am choosing to institute disciplinary actions."
Crum said Johnson will be suspended from the Nov. 22 season
opener against Western Kentucky
and a Dec. 5 road game at Mississippi. In addition, Johnson will
have to go through two substance
abuse assessments - one internal
to the university and one through
an outside agency. Crum said Johnson also will be required to participate in community service activities, and will receive further disciplinary actions not made public.
"I will not tolerate or enable any
inappropriate alcohol, drug or illegal behavior from my student-athletes," Crum said.
Johnson's father was the central
figure in the NCAA's recent investigation that led to Louisville's being hit with three years' probation..
a one-year ban on postseason play
and a loss of two scholarships.
The NCAA found that former
assistant coach Scooter McCray
had arranged for Fred Johnson to
receive a discounted room rate at
the Wilson Inn and provided his
Diners Club credit card several
months later to ensure that Fred
Johnson would not be evicted because of a delinquent bill.
The universiq is appealing
those penalties.

BILLS
DEBT

CASH!
COfT NANNE YiLedger & Times photo

Rohn Tandon (6) looks to advance the ball upfield during the
Murray High Tigers' 1-0 loss to Paducah Tilghman in the First
Region Soccer Tournament Monday.

$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/M0

aturreq;
tHEDir

z
‘P

*IPA

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

•VIP Suites•Video Viewers
•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion
•
1n-home. hotel or office hy appointment
Call Today 759-9555
HRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.
"0 • NI ti ,•,•;"
n t0
,101
M itt', St . •

Homeowners Only

\ I 1()\111111-.

1-800-819-7010
Or Visit Our Websitel
www.nationwidelending.wra

Dollies Presents

SUMMER LEIGH-,Ic
World Class
frien's club

Miss Nude Galaxy '98
Too many credits to list
Nov. 11th thru 15th

fittit
Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

3.
(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

18 & up[7.,

10
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Ms. Jo
walk c
being
truck.

Fn
Primary student Scott Hensen plays chess with
his "buddy" Brad Kirks at Murray Elementary
School during the school's Fall Break. Brad was
one of several Murray High students who visited the elementary children daily through the "Big
Buddies, Little Buddies" program which is sponsored by the Murray Family Resource Center.

From left, Tara Brooks and Rebecca Boyd, students at CCHS, create a storyboard over The Epic
of Gilgamesh.'

Students conclude a study on imaginary tales as they use recycled materials in creating their own imaginary
animal at North Calloway Elementary.

P2 students Kaleigh Stamer and Alysha
Marvin are learning to address an envelope in Mrs. Sue Davenport's Primary
Writing Lab at East Calloway.

Students are learning the importance of
being a responsible group member by
using techniques to prevent the spread
of germs. They are students at East Calloway.

Teacher Mike Epperson guides students through
the scientific method at Murray Middle School.
Seventh graders Jordan Steiner and Jasmine
Payne are trying to determine the strongest brand
of tissue by testing how many pennies each
brand supports while wet.

From left, Seth Bryant, Amanda Carter
and Jamie Miller, CCHS students, learn
how it was to be king, queen, and peasant in medieval times.

Family IIA, from North Elementary, was
visited by Mr. Ron Talent of the United
States Forestry Department and Smokey
Bear to discuss fire safety.
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The staff of Calloway County Preschool was honored by Froggy 103.7 FM and Commonwealth Bank
for their random acts of kindess program.

Murray Middle School journalism students and Tiger TV staff members were able to tour
the C-Span bus when it stopped recently in Murray. The bus contains a working TV studio.

Emmanuel Baptist
Academy
A Southern Baptist School
Affiliated With The Blood River
Baptist Association
Located at Hardin Baptist Church
in Marshall County
*Quality Christian Curriculum
•Daily Bible Classes
•Positive, Consistent Discipline
'Smaller Class Enrollments
'Yearly Standardized Tests
•Parent-Teacher Fellowship
For more information call

reason
that hl,
Benne
he wi
atch
Sherida Gentry and Gwenda Wilhelm's classes enjoy
playing in the leaves on the playground at Calloway
County Preshool Center.

753-2322 or 437-4432
We can provide information and coverage for your

AUTO
INSURANCE

Bodily Injury Liability
Property Damage Liability
Accidental Death
Medical Payments
Collision
Comprehensive
Uninsured Motorists
Undinsured Motorists
Emergency Road Service
,
Ask About Shelter's
HOME, LIFE, FARM,BUSINESS
coverages too
www shelterms com
We'll always
be ther for you
•
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105N 12th St
Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
In4urantr

, Homo Office
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EYECARE
SPECIALTIES
Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-2500

1

Shown with fireman Steve Holland are Southwest students Cody Wyatt, Taylor Nesbitt, Tiffany
Henson and Whitney Sons. Mr. Holland gave
instruction on fire safety.

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL
Year Round
Program

.11)-0191 T(ay
The World is our
Playground
Serving Ages 3
through 5
753-6578 • Hours: 7:30 a.m.-5:20 p.m.

"Welcome To This New year"
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MSU's Schoenman helps
create new satellite

Ms. Jones P1-1:32 class at Murray Elementary enjoyed a
walk on a fall day to the fire station. They learned about
being prepared during a fire. They enjoyed seeing the big
truck.

FFA Convention set Nov. 12-14

irter

°am

eas-

was
nited
okey

National Recognition will be
given to Kentucky FFA members
at the world's largest annual youth
gathering, the 71st National FFA
ConVention to be held Nov. 12-14 in Kansas City, -Mo.
More than 44,000 FFA members. guests and supporters are
expected to attend.
Calloway County's Andrew J.
Falwell will be among those receiving this recognition.
This year's convention theme.
"Making the Connection," symbolizes the agricultural education
organization's mission to prepare
students to create the link between
themselves, their communities, the
agricultural industry and the nation.
personal
for
Opportunities
growth and leadership development continue with presentations
by educational and motivational
speakers including: Gerda Klein,
author and historian; Baxter Black,
cowboy poet; Les Brown, nrfotivational speaker; Warren Faidley,
storm chaser; and Robin Roberts,
sports anchor.
Laser light shows will be part
of each convention session, courtesy of the Kansas City conven-

tion sponsors as a special project
oof the National FFA Foundation,
Inc.
In addition, convention participants will have opportunities to
attend leadership workshops, tour
Kansas City manufacturing and
argibusiness sites, take in American Royal Livestock Show and
Rodeo performances and meet with
fellow FFA members from around
the nation.
Other highlights will include
the selection of top FFA members
in 41 agricultural proficiency award
areas and national career development events, including prepared
and extemporaneous public speaking and a parliamentary procedure.
The American Star Farmer and
American Star in Agribusiness will
be named, and 1,934 members will
receive the American FFA Degree,
the organization's highest award.
Top chapters will also be recognized for their overall success
at involving members. .
The 1998-99 national FFA officers will be elected and installed.
The National Agricultural Career
Show and the National FFA Alumni Convention will be held in conjunction with the FFA convention.

If you think rocket scientists
are only found at Ivy League
schools, think again. Only it was
not a rocket, but a satellite that
Michelle Schoenman, a Murray
State University junior from
Williamstown, helped create.
"This summer I participated in
an internship at San Jose State
University where two other students and I worked with the Spartnik Project," Schoenman said. "For
the project we submitted a paper
to the AIAA conference on small
satellites titled 'Project Spartnik:
Micro Satellite Design, Construction, Testing and Operation by
Undergraduate Students at San Jose
University,' in which we gave all
the plans on how to essentially build
and launch a satellite."
Schoenman said their satellite
was designed to include a digital
camera to take pictures of the
northern hemisphere, and was
equipped with a radio to allow
communication with people with
ham radios, and a micro meteorite
detector to record different mate-,
rials the satellite encOuntered.
About 10 universities ended up
submitting papers, and six were chosen to hold 15-minute presentations on their papers at Utah State
University on Sept. 2. Schoenman
and her fellow workers were among
the finalists.
"It took around two weeks to
get the slide show for the presentation together," she said. "The
hardest part was picking out what
slides to use. We;had to condense
about 30 slides tO 12 slides."
Schoenman, an engineering
physics major, said the group ended
up receiving second place and a
$5,000 cash prize to split between
the three of them.
"We didn't expect second place,
so it was a nice surprise," she
said. "We placed higher than a
graduate student from Stanford, a
student from Harvey-Mudd and
students from the University of
Arizona." The previous year San
Jose State University placed third

Professor's experiment to travel with Glenn
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— 'Tom
Bennett's heart will be on board
the space shuttle Discovery when
it blasts off: this week, and not
just because a boyhood hero, John
Glenn, will be a passenger.
Bennett. a professor of biology
at Bellarmine College in Louisville,
is heading up an experiment that
uses an artificial heart to measure
how weightlessness affects the
human heart. The experiment will
he conducted during the shuttle
flight. scheduled • for lift-off on
Thursday.
The Art Heart, as it's called,
is attached to a 200-pound Maze
of tubes, pumps and sensors simulating the human circulatory system. Bennett hopes it will help
determine why astronauts' hearts
become smaller in space.
Astronauts don't notice the
change, he said, because their
hearts speed up to compensate.
But his theory is that the weight
of the blood under normal gravity situations expands the heart
from the inside and allows more
blood in. The experiment will take
precise measurements in zero-gravity conditions.
"We're trying to prove that the
reason the heart gets smaller is
that blood gets iVeightless in space.'
Bennett said Monday. a day before
he was to leave for Florida to'
watch the shuttle launch.

He said he may have trouble
finding a place to park.
The start of a shuttle launch
countdown typically draws only a
handful of reporters. This time,
however, hundreds of journalists
already are swarming Kennedy's
press site. Some 3,000 are expected for liftoff.
Glenn will be the oldest person in space by 16 years when
Discovery takes off.

"I was 12 years old when John
Glenn first went up — I was a
young boy and interested in space
flight." To have his own experiment fly with Glenn, he said. "It's
exciting."
The Art Heart got its nickname
in 1993 when a student put a hat
on- its "head." It was developed
by a former student of Bennett's
and kept alive by the professor
after the student lost interest.

Com...24 Mr Tow., & 44.7<orery Sawyroce

SEE WHO'S
THE BEST...
PUT US TO
THE TEST!

YES!
WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

4I• Tn..,• f.cove,

on

AO.LCOA
Vinyl Siding &
Replacement Windows
Ask About Our Garages
& Metal Buildings
ARMOR SIDING &
WINDOW COMPANY
1-800-957-3404 or (901)644-1555
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LBL's Nature Station plans
Fall Frolic for November
A new event focusing on the team leader. "At L131.., this is the
autumn season is scheduled for peak of our fall colors."
Activities will include nature
the first Saturday in November at
The Nature Station, the environ- crafts, a canoe trip and a hay ride
mental education center at iVA's in search of wildlife. A marshLand Between The Lakes Nation- mallow roast and hot chocolate
al Recreation Area.
will cap the day's activities.
Fall Frolic will feature games,
Many events are free with regactivities and nature study with a
ular Nature Station admission of
fall theme. Events will take place
$3.50 for adults or $2 "for chilfrom 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Nov. 7.
dren. Others require a nominal fee
"Fall is such a fun time of year
and reservations.
because ge temperatures are cool-For more information, contact
er, and seasonal changes make being
outdoors both beautiful and fun," LBL at 502-924-2000 or visit the
said Peggy Gray, LBL education LBL website at www.lbl.org.

Pet Paisade In The Park
Saturday, Oct. 31st • 1:00 p.m.
Murray - Calloway County Park
Owner/Pet Costume Contest
Awards Presented To:
Cat, Dog & Other Pets - Juniors , 12 & Under
& Open (13 & Over)
Dynamic Duo - Pet & Owner Costume Classes
Best of Show: Scariest, Prettiest & Most Original

SUBSCRIBE

Sponsored by Murray Animal Hospital
Donations Accepted For Humane Society.

Elect Larry Elkins
Democrat For
Calloway Co.
Judge/Executive
VOTE FOR A JUDGE EXECUTIVE
PROVIDE EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP
AS CHIEF OF MURRAY POLICE DEPARTMENT LARRY ELKINS:

753-5562
C untgorrt•

DISCOUNT PRICES

Murray Tiger Band seniors await the results of the
KMEA West Region AA Quarterfinals at Central Hardin
School in Elizabethtown. The Tiger Band was one of
bands selected to compete in the KMEA State Finals
petition Oct. 31 in Bowling Green.

WITH THE EXPERIENCE NECESSARY To

Our services include
'Local & Long Distance Hauliii,,
•Safe, Secured Storage Facilit,,
.24 Hour Emergency Service

Hwy. 121 S., Murray, KY

in the contest.
"I did much of the technical
writing and proofreading of the
paper. and I also did the coding
for the satellite," she said. "This
means I wrote a code that tells
me the ground station exactly where
the satellite is in orbit."
Schoenman said while working
on the project she only received
enough money to pay the bills,
hut the payoff in the end made
up for it.
"Right now the prize money I
received is in the bank," she said.
"But I think I will use it for a
real cool Spring Break trip in the
future."
Schoenman said she is not sure
whether she would like to enter
into this field as a career, but she
is considering working on the project again next summer. She said
right now she is looking forward
to seeing the satellite they designed
become a reality.
"They are going to build the
satellite eventually." she said. "But
right now they are looking for a
donated launch before it can go
into orbit." Launching satellites
into orbit is very expensive.
Schoenman said the project currently needs $200,000 to launch.
"I would really like to see it
in orbit," Schoenman said. "I'd
like to see if it works."
Schoenman said one of the best
parts of the whole experience was
going to Utah. "They threw us a
banquet in Utah that was really
nice," she said. "I enjoyed talking with other college students,
and they served us a five-course
meal and had a group of singers
performed for us."

753-4703
310 South 4th Street

Thmy
ive

* Effectively managed personnel creating a positive work place
environment resulting in low turnover, good morale, and reduced
training cost.
• Managed budgets in excess of a million dollars, each year returning
a surplus to the city.
• Earned a reputation in the community for fairness by performing his
duties without regard to race, social or economic standing.
• Secured grants and donations to implement community support
programs such as CrimeStoppers, D A.R.E. and departmental
chaplain.
• Staffed a drug enforcement unit whose mission was to get dangerous
drugs out of the community by arresting drug dealers and seizing
illegally gained assets.

AS YOUR JUDGE EXECUTIVE LARRY WILL:

WHICH TWO ARE EXACTLY ALIKE?
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• Use the same service orientated approach and conservative
financial management that was successful during his tenure as
Chief of Police.

* Work to maintain and improve county roads. He will propose to the
Fiscal Court that a long-range road plan be developed that treats all
sections of the county equally and is based on need rather than
politics.
* Work with the Sheriff and the Fire Department to secure grants and
otherwise provide the resources necessary to maintain a safe
community.
* Take an active role in economic development, working closely with
the Chamber of Commerce and others in the areas of industrial
recruitment and the promotion of small business, farming and tourism
* Support the park and other youth programs.
• Appoint a baord to study long-range solutions for solite waste
disposal and the expansion of the water districts.
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Paid for by the candidate. Lorene Falwell

Treasurer
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Divlab ‘ds
2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
Discount
40%
hock
Cohens
$625
(AU 3 4.1.$ M.o.( Rhos Koh., 6 Da) Period
$2 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide
Reader Ads
30s per word. Si 00 m.nonum at day Si per word per day for each addiuonal consecutive ds%
go into Shapptng Guide )S2 00 extra foe blind boa ads
,Classiflecis
$2 00 eatra for Shopper cfues

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Just Say "Charge it"

Ce:

Deadline
Day & Time
rl. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
11Aon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

1.i:,, ,,.:,
M
LOT set
on Call

VISA

14X70
refrigen
c/a, net
livered
753-"/
1985 14
near W.

40004MWOOPIMWOOPAVIPT-

Help Wanted

Domestic &
Childcare

MORTGAGE LOAN
OFFICER
An aggressive A-D mortgage banker seeks aggressive loan officers with
mortgage experience to
cover Paris, TN -Murray.
KY areas. Leads provided
daily, top pay. exc health,
dental and 401K Call Nathan at 888-718-6425 or
fax 888-718-6426. 1st year
potential $60K+ EOE.
NEED part-time assistant
for home day- care center
for preschoolers. Pay is
$6/hr. with up to 15 hours
per week. Will also work
around college student's
schedule. 759-4649. ask
for Heather.
NURSES Aide, Full- time.
11pm- 7am. Variety of duties. Must enjoy working
with the elderly Good
working conditions, pleasant atmosphere. Prefer experience, but will train. Apply in person, Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.

B&G Cleaning Service
Spring Cleaning Churches Offices. Homes Call
for appointment, 753-9188
or 1-901-644-9849
after
&
CHILDCARE
school drop offs available.
Meals, snacks included.
Almo area. 753-9077.
CHRISTIAN mom offers
your child TLC in her
home. Reasonable rates,
references available
759-9090.
CLEANING houses is my
business.. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.

Help Wanted

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
Insurance is now
standarized in 10
plans and we write
all 10
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to $764 in 1998.
For more information
call:

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Cent-'
502-753-5323

Secret Consignment
and Collectibles

ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177

Opening Early No'.
64 at tepting
406 S. 12th St.
759-5000•527-1379

CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
MACHINE Quilting. Regular size. $31 50. Murray
Sewing Center. 753-5323
ROY'S HOME
MEDICAL
"We're the Home Town
People" in Home Medical
Equipment 604 South
12th St, Murray. (Inside
Walter's Pharmacy)
753-7565.

OPERAACADEMIC
TIONS SPECIALIST. Fulltime position with benefits
McCONNELL
Two years of college- level
INSURANCE
course work in pursuit of a
AGENCY
degree and two years of
753-4199
relevant experience reor nationwide
Direct experience
quired.
1-800-455-4199
may be exchanged for ed'our 35th year or tervice•
ucation. Must have experience working in a technical support environment.
PUBLIC NOTICE
excellent organizational
Please take notice that the Calloway
and management skills,
hearpublic
a
hold
will
Court
Fiscal
County
and ability to deal effeca.m.
9:30
at
ing on Friday, October 30, 1998.
tively with students, faculc.s.t.. at the Weaks Community Center, 7th
ty. and staff. Experience in
and Poplar Street, for purposes of considering
university-level support.
moratorium
a
placing
ordinance
a proposed
experience in
supervisory
on adult oriented businesses and public nudilab management. and faty within the County. The public hearing will
miliarity with standard softbe followed by a special meeting of the
ware
in use at MSU preferthe
regarding
Court
Fiscal
Calloway County
red. Primary responsibiliproposed ordinance and such other new and
ties include identifying stuold business as may come before the Court at
dent technology issues
that time.
and proposing solutions,
All concerned persons are requested to
attend and citizen input is encmitageri--- ------- managing all centrally supIf further information is needed, please
ported student labs, and
contact the Calloway County Judge's Office.
developing and coordinating student training. The
J.D. WILLIAMS,JUDGE EXECUTIVE
position provides backup
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
support for other AcademRAY G. COURSEY,JR., CLERK
ic Computing and Technology Services activities.
This position requires a
self-starter who can work
in
Inboard motor cover for boat. upholstered. with limited supervisionSala team environment.
Lost between Darnell% Marine and ary S8.99 per hour. ReLakeway Convenience Store on 94 E.
quest application by calling
(502) 762-2147 or apply in
Call 753-8393 after 5 p.m.
person at Human Resour"MO
ces, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, PO Box
9. Murray, KY 420710009. An EEO, WF/D, AA
employer.

Classified
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•
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AMERIHOST Inn of Murray has 1 full- time and 2
part- time positions available in housekeeping. Also
full- time position in laundry. If interested, please
apply in person at: 1210 N
12th St, Murray, KY. No
phone calls please. EOE

Clarion'
IP'PL.41:30

ILIF Cls II CO

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

Hey Murray!

BIG TIRE
SALE
Summit-Endurance 13" - 14" - 15"

4 For s150

+Tax includes mounting

MASTER TIRE SERVICE
44 Last Industrial Rd. • 753-7342

••-•-.-.-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-••.
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NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, kV

MODELS
E‘eryday People
All Sizes-Ages
Entry Level Position.'.
NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY!

060
help Vistaed

ARBONNE International
Pure Swiss Skin Care &
Nutritional needing consultants in this area. Mercedes program.
1-800-475-6051.
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
For company providing
services to people with
MR/DD. Qualifications include: BS in Human Services (I.E., Psychology, Sociology, Social Work, Special Education); supervisory experience; and 1 yr experience working with indiMR/DD.
with
viduals
EOE/M/F/DN Send resumes to Ms Peller,
Community Alternatives,
Kentucky. PO Box 39,
Kentucky
Symsonia.
42082.
ASS1STIVE Technology
Consultant Seeking special educator, SLp. OT or
PT to provide evaluations.
therapy & training Send
resume & salary requirements to Melissa Miller,
WKATC. PO Box 266.
Murray, KY 42071 EEO
AVON
Earn extra money for
Christmas now
1-888-669-6820
Ind/Sls/Rep
CERTIFIED NURSING
ASSISTANTS:
Full time; Part time. 3-11
Excellent Benefit
shift
Package Contact Knsty
Stephenson, RN @ 7621591 Or pick up application at WestView Nursing
Home, 1401 S 16th St.
Murray. KY
GENERAL Laborers &
Welders needed Will train
Male or female Call
328-8982
LOCAL Independent pharmacy needing full or part
time help Must be mature
and responsible and able
to work mornings Experience helpful but not necessary Send resume to
PO Box 1040-0. Murray.
KY 42071

070

060

060

•68 MEN •
(Age 20-60)
• 100 WOMEN •
Age 20-70)
• 76 TEENS(F)•
(Age 13-19)
•43 CHILDREN •
(M & F Age 5-121
1 Year Contracts
Part-Time Earn up to

$125/hour
Apply in person:

Racer Inn
Meeting Room
1202 S. 12th
MURRAY, KY.
ONE DAY ONLY

NURSES Aide, PRN work
as needed/ all shifts. Not a
full time job. Must be flexible & dependable. Prefer
experience, but will train
mature person who enjoys
working with the elderly.
atmosphere.
Pleasant
good working conditions.
Apply in person, Fern Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.

Wednesday
October 28th.
4:00 pm OR 7:00 pm
No Calls. Under 18
w/parent
Dress for test shoot.
License #001399
NIL\114.1(
liaoilwrs ol

rt

LOCAL insurance agency
is looking for customer
representative.
service
Qualifications should include computer skills, typing, filing. and Ability to
meet the public. Send resume to PO Box 596, Murray, KY 42071.
MANAGEMENT Company
seeks experienced property manager. Conventional
and subsidized properties.
Respond to: PO Box 10400, Murray, KY 42071.
Technician
MEDICAL
(C.M.T.) needed for busy
physician's office. Must
possess strong computer
& office skills. This position
will be part-time. approx.
12-16hrs per week. Must
be available to work
Mon-Wed.
9:30am-2pm
Send resume to: PO Box
1040-Y, Murray, Ky 42071.
MURRAY manufacturer is
looking for an entry level
Draftsman. Must be AutoCad proficient. Experience in sheet metal or
plastic drafting a plus.
Send resume to Sportable
Scoreboards. P.O. Box
1480 Murray, KY 42071.

RECEPTIONIST/ Secretary/ Assistant for doctors office. Must have basic clerical skills and excellent personality for dealing with
people. Experience helpful
but will train qualified person. Apply at Heskett Chiropractic Center, 1703
Hwy 121 N. 8-5 M-F
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat. 753-0580.
STUDENT FAMILY
EDUCATOR
WILL work directly with migrant students (K-12).
teachers, and their families
to improve students school
performance and parent
involvement. One position
will serve Ballard, Carlisle,
Hickman, Fulton, & Fulton
lndep. schools. Another
will work primarily in Calloway Co. Schools. High
school diploma and own
required.
transportation
Must have strong communication skills and be able
to work independently.
$7.35/hr plus medical. Reply to. Michael Abell,
OVEC, 100 Alpine Way,
Shelbyville, KY 40065

October Special!
Wiggins will pay all sales tax
through the month of October.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

McBrides Gymnastic
Academy
Register For Classes NIIM!
Offering( Merleading
(lasses
lieginners-Adsanced for
Bor. & Girls Ages 3 & 1 p
(tril tom for Ai hetliditiv
Instructor: Mart McBride
ruce St., NIurra • 502-4759-2355
87•A Sp/

etra,
,J1

-

•

1:11,13111141

103 S. 3rd • Downtown Murray
753-3621

Quality Bedding at affordable prices
A Come see what you've been missing
A Mattress sets starting at $169.00

-A

Happy Birthday

•

•

V.
-••

FOR Lease: Convenience
store and gas station on
busy highway outside of
Murray. KY. Call
502-753-0212
or out of town,
1-800-844-4912.
WORK From Home. Markets in herbal, botanical,
Swiss skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products.
Mercedes car bonus. Unlimited income. Call Pam
Perry, 502-522-8758.
120

coisolui•
COMPUTER with keyboard, monitor. and printer. $500. 436-5576.

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 7539433
CASH for al. „toes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques. We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633.
WE are looking to buy
mostly Pre- 1970 toys, robots, cars, trucks, play
sets, dolls, anything considered We also offer Internet Service to sell all
kinds of items Top prices
from all over the world
Check out rates, best in
the area' Call Kerry or Judy 502-759-3456
150
Altars
For Sale
4) P195/75-R14 GOOD
Y.EAR tires $40
753-5881
10FT Satellite dish ino/L/3N
Radio Shack best 90 inch
TV antenna, and portable
adjustable basketball goal
753-4882
2 SPACES in Murray Memorial Gardens located
next to Bible in devotion
area Value $895/ea. sell
for $650/ea Call evenings
767-0506.
MEMORIAL Gardens -1
Plot inside circle + conrete vault, $485
901-756-8594

18th
Birthday
Emily

A
t

Love Bernie & Susan

ERRAND SERVICE
Not enough time to get it
all done? Let us run that
errand for you. Shopping,
pet service, home check.
Call 436-5372, Mon-Fri.

100

1986
WOOD
porch, E
unit Mu

NaPPY

15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references if needed.

HEATHER'S Home Day
Care. Located in town with
fenced yard and large
square footage. Rates
start at $60/wk for fulltime Member NAEYC &
NAFC. Meals, activities,
and weekly field trips provided. 759-4649.
HOUSE CLEANING
SERVICES
Churches, Offices, Homes.
20yrs experience. "We Do
Windows".
492-6267, 759-5485.

•

150
Ankles
For Salt

DRINK
MACHINES
FOR SALE
247-1836

Mrs. Ann
Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
•I give advice on Business, Marriage, and Love Affairs
*Bring Your Problems to Me-1 will Help Solve
Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
65,000 BTU PROPANE
Bring Ad In For Discount
gas heater w/blower. MarFor Appointment Phone
Street
12th
S.
208
Propane
BTU
tin 50.000
(502)767-0508
Murray, Ky. 42071
gas heater w/blower. 2 I.
1
.
a/c's, one 12,000 BTU and
5,000 BTU. 474-8878.
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
AQUARIUMS for sale: 55
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
gallon & 75 gallon. ComYOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
plete set up, ready for fish
Do you want a career" Do you want to earn $50K+ per year"
Also camper, dual wheel
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none" I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
18ft. Call 492-8886 after 5
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
pm.
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
CRAFTSMAN 10hp rider,
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board and
$100. Kerosene heater,
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
$100. Dorm ref, $30. Gas
have these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer
wall heater, $100. WindMurray Memorial Gardens
mill, $40. 10 gal tanks for
Call Mr. Sheperd
small animals, 55ea.
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502)753-0580
759-1322.
Cantor directions H needed. No resume Ouse.
ELECTRIC furnace, 300
I hire people, not paper. E.O.E.
air conditioner, & GE
washer & dryer. 753-2579.
FISHER fireplace insert,
$100 obo 753-6171.
GOOD Ashley wood heater, used 2yrs. 753-3187
Advertising Sales Representative
GOOD lift chair. $80.
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
753-3584,
self-motivated individual. Must have a deSEE us for your barn or
pendable means of transportation. Excellent
roof metal. Cut to length.
benefits include health and dental insurance,
Covers 36 inches, many
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
colors. Economy Metal &
gas allowance.
Supply Co. 489-2722.
Send or drop oft resume to:
TOSHIBA
1650 copier.
Murray Ledger & Times
purchased new in 1995.
1001 WhItnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071
16 cpm. Perfect condition.
$1.800 obo. 762-3091.
TOSHIBA 36" Fist Black
Tube, PIP, SV, 1yr old.
S700 753-8689.
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WASHER & dryer set
S19 95/wk Call 753-4663
160
Norm Furnishings
2PC living room group.
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
BEAUTIFUL pecan formal
dining room furniture. Table and 6/chairs, 2 are
captains chairs. Lighted
china cabinet w/base
Used approx 15 times
Asking $2,200 753-6716
group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk Call 753-4663
SELL, Buy, Consign preowned, good used furniture & accessories
753-2733

1997 CRAFTSMAN
Riding mower 19hp, 42in cut
$625 Firm 759-0197 after
4pm

VERY good Massey Fer
guson tractor 175 these
wibushhog. grader bo*
blade, factory front end
loader, good tires, p/s,
$7.000 firm Case 530
Backhoe, good condition.
good tires. diesel, $7500
753-2905

CELEBRITY is Breaking Through!
Home Time every 7-10 days!
Great Miles - Paid loaded or empty!
Vacation, insurance, 401K.
All Conventional Trucks
Call Walter 1-800-925-5133

Era

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
POSITION ADVERTISEMENT
EDITOR AND WRITER: President's Office,
Murray State University.
QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's degree
required. Must have excellent writing skills
and experience meeting publication deadlines.
Experience as a journalist and/or editor is
desirable. RESPONSIBILITIES: Write, edit
and be responsible for the publication of a biweekly for monthly) newsletter from the
President's Office to the faculty and staff of
Murray
State
SALARY:
University.
Competitive. TO APPLY: Send letter of application, resume, sample of writing and names
and addresses of three references to: Ms.
Sandra Rogers, Assistant to the President,
Murray State University, P.O. Box 9,
Murray, KY 42071-0009. Equal education
and employment opportunity, M/E/D, AA
employer.
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Noma For Rent
SMALL doublewlde
753-6012
SMALL furnished 1br, 12
FIREWOOD 436-2587 afMurray,
miles
from
ter 6pm
$150/mo 436-5697
260
Mobile ROM Lots For Site
18111
Mobile Nome Lots For Rent

FIREWOOD, delivered
474-9712

.
0
11•111•1111111•11

LOT set- up, ready to hook
on Call 767-9435

Homes ForSs
14X70 CLAYTON stove
refrigerator, dishwasher,
c/a, newly remodeled Delivered $12,900 obo
753-7975- 753-6885
1985 14X70 3br, 11/2 bath,
near MSU On rented lot.
753-9866
14X80
FLEET1986
WOOD. 3br, 2 bath, with
porch, and 3 ton Trane air
unit. Must be moved.
492-8405.
1989 SUNSHINE 14X76
2br, 2 bath (garden tub).
extra clean. Must be
moved. 435-4305.
1991
16X80 BUCCANEER. One owner, 3br, 2
full baths, built in stereo,
refrigerator, stove, central
h/a, Covered front porch &
back deck. Must be
moved. 753-3970.
1994 CHANDELIER,
28x44, 3br. 2 bath, fireplace Delivered $26,900_
753-7975- 753-6885.
3BR. 1 bath, patio, porch,
basement, large shop garage. On 5 lots near lake.
Call Wilson Realty.
753-5086

11

1

12 ACRE lot $101,,,
753-6012
Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
BUILDING with office, 2
overhead doors, in city,
natural gas heat. $375/mo.
753-7724 or 753-5303.

340
Houses Fat bet

For Rent

1BR Diuguid Dr Call Coleman Realty 753-9898
2BR Apt 908 Hillwood Dr,
$325/mo
28R Duplex
1300-A Valleywood Dr,
$375/mo 759-4406
2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
wid hook-up. No pets
$420/mo Security deposit
492-8393
2BR, 1 bath wicarport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536
2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished
pliances
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898.

EXTRA nice 1br, with appliances Near campus
$375/ mo Deposit required Call 753-0773 or
354-5026
Souses Fat Rot
NEW 3br. 1 bath disabled
low income Must qualify
for a 3 bedroom Stove &
refrigerator Equal Housing
Opportunity 247-7171 Linda
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Specialist
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"Paul Lamb"

502-436-2269
I-800-821-6907

remit,
s and

Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Stump Removal
Equipment
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

2071

Metal Roofing

'RS

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

;h!

ty!

1 800-909-9064
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Lots For Sale

Office,

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

degree
g skills
tdl ines.
'nor is
te, edit
of a him the
staff of
LARY:
applinames
o: Ms.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.com
carolwood@msn.com

W
G
Boat Storage
& Mini Storage
New Units
All Sizes Available

sident,

Box 9,
ucation

Hwy.94 E. Jct. 280
436-5075

ID, AA

4

430
Real Estate

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
ous and
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

24X24 UNFINISHED cabin
near lake in Anderson
Shores, $12,500 obo
759-9466

NEWLY decorated brick
3BR, 2 bath on 1/2 acre
home with carport, central
gentle sloping waterfront
h/a. 3-4br, large closets,
lot. Panorama Shores.
living & dining room. 1 112
502-623-8125
baths. Appliances furnished, including dishwasher
3BR apartment at 703 S. Fenced in backyard. Out4th St, good condition, side pets only $650/mo
1 & 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes
new carpet, refrigerator & Deposit required.
rom town. City water, castove furnished. $300/mo
753-3558.
with $300 deposit. 1 year SMALL 1br and 3br hous- blevision now & gas soon.
package
lease. Call 436-2935 or
es $185/mo. and $275/mo. Land/ home
available. 502-437-4838.
753-0839.
492-8225 after 5pm.
LARGE lot in Oaks Es3BR downstairs apt. No SMALL house. 753-6012.
pets. $400/mo, deposit. YEAR round home on tates near golf course.
5353 121 S. 489-2296.
Kentucky Lake. 2br, parti- 753-5121 or 489-2922.
3BR, central h/a, low utilit- ally furnished. No pets, RESIDENTIAL building lot.
ies, walk to campus. 2 adults only. $350/mo, plus Ideal location in town,
apartments available. Call utilities, first month rent in 1617 The Lane. Call beadvance, plus security de- tween 7-9pm 759-1980.
753-8767 or 759-4696.

DOWNTOWN office space
available. Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt.
753-4451.
NOW RENTING
Offices of various sizes
and prices. Furnished or
unfurnished, paid utilities.
ALL electric unfurnished,
PROFESSIONAL
large 1 br apt, recent appliBUILDING
ances, very attractive,
415 S. 4th St.
759-0633, 436-2856 eve- $265/mo, $265 deposit.
Call 753-7953.
nings.
OFFICE or store space in DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
Southside Shopping Cen- RE. 759-4118.
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
ter. 753-4509, 753-6612.
central gas h/a, appliances
BUILDING
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
FOR RENT
deposit, No pets.
at 214 N. 15th St.
753-2905.
280
On Campus-MSU
Mobile Homes For Rent
FURNISHED efficiency.
Call anytime at
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
2BR, 2 bath. Rent to own
LARGE 2br, 2 bath apt,
753-6111
'n Grogan's Trailer park.
furnished,
appliances
Central h/a. Coleman RE
washer & dryer hook-ups,
753-9898.
low utilities. Near Aurora
Apartments For Rent
on Hwy 68. $450/mo. Call
2BR, stove, refrigerator.
Plus storage building. No 1 OR 2br apts near down 474-2774 or 354-8824.
MANOR
MURRAY
own Murray starting a
pets. $225 plus deposit.
APARTMENTS: Make it
$200/mo. 753-4109.
437-4386.
4BR, 2 bath on 1 acre, 1BR apartment near cam- your home! Great 1 or 2br
north of Murray. Stove & pus, 1621 Chris Drive. apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
References Available Nov 15. Call
refrigerator
facilities. Office hours
and deposit required. Like
759-8524.
Mon.-Fri.
8am-5pm,
new. $485. 753-0624.
1BR apt, all appliances,
Equal
FOR rent: 14X60 mobile w/d included. $325/mo. (502)753-8668,
Housing
Opportunity.
required.
deposit
home,
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
NEW 1br apt, University
492-8723.
753-4444.
FOR rent: 14X60 mobile 1BR apt., fully furnished Heights, w/d, dishwasher,
home. Has refrigerator & w/all utilities included in stove, refrigerator. 1 yr
gas tank filled. Deposit re- rent. No pets. Now availa- Lease, no pets. $325/mo.
753-4937 M-F, 8am-5pm.
quired. 492-8723.
ble. 436-2755
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
No Problem!
753-1252 before 5pm,
Call the
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2br apt, Mission Valley. 753-5731.
NOW renting 1br apartments. $215/mo. College
Justin Crosser
Farm Road Apartments.
753-6716.
711— Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training
NOW taking applications
& Installation
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
II .46 (502) 759-8662•(502)853-3967
Apply at Mur-Cal Apart170C College Farm Rd . Murray, KY 42071
ments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity, 759-4984. TOD** 1-800247-2510.

SMALL apartment and
sleeping room. Block from
University. 759-4826.
VERY Nice Duplex. 2br, 2
full baths, central h/a, appliances furnished, w/d,
$500/mo, Crystal Brook
Ln, 759-5477.
VERY roomy 2br, 1 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
mo. deposit. No pets. 7532905.

MOM
SLEEPING
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

VERY large bedroom in
Share
beautiful home
large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/d, satellite tv.
$185 utilities included.
753-9211.

For Neel
1BR house, appliances
urnished No pets. 7530728 after 4pm
2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2 BEDROOM 8 miles
north Wind Drive 325/mo
plus deposit 753-8582
2, 3BR house Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR, 1 bath, electric heat,
stove & refrigerated furnished, $500/mo No pets
753-2905
2BR, 2 miles from town,
$275/mo plus deposit
753-1059
2BR, stove, refng. wood or
electric heat Deposit, references 8mi SE of Murray. $300/mo 492-8594
3BR, 2 bath near Hazel,
$450/mo. Also, nearly new
2br. 2 bath near Hazel
Lease. deposit, & references required 753-3078 after 5pm
38R. central h/a, appliances. $430/mo plus deposit
NoRets. 753-1059

ONE owner, 3br, 11 ,4
baths, 2 miles east of Murray Hardwood and tiles
floors, woodburning stove
in den, carport & 2 car garage Priced in the $80's.
For appointment to see,
call 753-0444
PRICE reduced for quick
sale Own this home with
as little down as $2,700
4Br, 2 bath brick. New
c/h/a, new roof, new septic. Located in Tennessee,
but near Kentucky state
line. Call Marty, Moody
Realty Co. 800-642-5093.
PRICE reduced on quality
built home. 3/2/2, formal
dining, hardwood, ceiling
fans, with bonus room
above garage. Extra detached garage/ shop has
bath & could easily be
rental or separate quarters. City water & sewer.
landscaped
Beautifully
lawn. Must see. 753-1150.

SPACIOUS 4 bedroom, 2
bath, 2 story brick house.
All living necessities upstairs, large utility & rec.
room downstairs, with garage & storage. Large two
bay shop with additional
posit. 436-5459.
carport/ storage building.
For Sale
Priced to sell fast!! Must
see! 759-9976 after 6pm.
CROP acreage for lease in VERY nice country home
4
1.00*C:P"
Harris Grove area. Corn owner relocated and will
just cut. Ready for wheat. consider rent with option to
Land owner to get clear purchase. Small down
third of crop proceeds. payment, $70'5. Greys
Properties, 759-2001.
All Sizes Available 435-4602, 559-8510.
ENJOY this 143 acre farm
Jean 753-3584
in Tennessee, just across
the state line. Pasture and
wooded, off-fenced &
C-STORAGE
with year
10x15 storage units, 4th St cross-fenced
1995 POLARIS 4X4 4Several
& Sycamore E. Next to round streams.
wheeler, 425 magnum reout buildings and lots of
Cunningham Auto Repair.
duced to $3,200 obo
Has
lovely
road
frontage.
753-3571.
436-5744
brick home featuring 2br, 2
1996
YAMAHA
Big Bear
bath, large living room ,
den with fireplace, and a 4X4, hardly used, mint
lovely view. Reason for condition, hunter green
selling is to settle the es- w/extras. Must see to aptate. Price reduced to preciate. $3,900. 759-1663
$199,500. Call Bill, Moody leave message.

641 Storage
753-5585

EASTSIDE
BP
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's. $20-$40/mo.
759-4081.

1998

Reality Co. 901-642-5093.
SECLUDED 5 acre farm,
3br home 1700 sq ft, work
shop, deck lots of extras
$89,000 obo New Concord, 436-5744

mb
1997 F-150
Ford Lariat

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262

Extended Cab
Red & silver, runs
great, looks great, is
great. Must sell
though. Call
759-9215 after 4
p.m. or leave
message.
Reasonably priced
for fully loaded,
fully safety
equipped truck.

LICENSED & INSURED

•
•

-

1993 FORD Ranger XLT,
black, with low miles
56,XXX. Tinted windows,
auto, new brakes with warranty. Excellent condition
$7,000 obo. 759-4892
mornings or afternoons.
1994 FORD XLT Supercab. 28xxx miles.
436-5365.
1994 S-10 LS, 5sp, a/c,
black w/gray interior, new
tires. 753-1055 or 7534956 after 5pm.

r

Owned 6 Operated By
Tim Lamb

T53-57213
LAWN EQUIPMENT RENTAL
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER

1996 CHEVY LT, extended cab, leather, loaded,
w/cd. Only 17,XXX miles,
still under warranty.
753-7185.
1996 S-10 EXTENDED
cab with 3rd door, V6, automatic, power everything.
Call 759-1274. make offer.

• Mums
• Mulch
• Grass Seed
• Bulbs

• Aerators
• Spreaders
• Blowers
• Bulb Auger

"One Stop .Shoppsng-

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray
4
/
3-""1111C•41cquo
,

610
Campers
1996 COACHMEN Catalina 30' Camping Trailor
EXCELLENT Condition.
$12,500. 436-2225.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CIASTOM WOODWORKING

All Typos Of:
•

Custom Woodworking

520
Boats &Motors

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
1997 YAMAHA Waverun- S
ner, 1200cc used 8hrs
•
.
$5,600 obo Must sell.
436-5744
'-

Drop by and see our showroom
- MURRAY (Bohai() Bunny B(sad

409 SUNBURY

753-5040

.- ,

$ao
.
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•
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Auto Loans

Otterso

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing

A-1 Tree Professionals.
removal, tree
Stump
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.

1988 BLAZER, S10, 4 cylinder, 5 speed $2,750
492-8406
Al Al A Tree Service,
Neon Beach
1996 EXPLORER XLT Stump
removal,
tree
121/2
ACRES
of
wooded
Mini-Storage
4X4, V-6, auto, all power, spraying, leaf
raking.
and. Very private and segreen with grey leather, 10 hedge trimming, landscapAll Size Units
cluded in Calloway county.
disc CD, 33,XXX miles, ing, mulch hauling & mulch
Available
354-6062.
$19,000. 901-644-3186.
spreading, gutter cleaning_
753-3853
14 TRACTS OF LAND
Licensed & insured. Full
7-12 Acres per tract. Propline of equipment. Free eserty located off of Hwy 94E
timates. Tim Lamb,
NORTHWOOD
storage
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
436-5744,
presently has units availa1965 CORVAIRE $1200
Rd, Redbud Lane & pro1-800-548-5262.
ble. 753-2905 or 753offer.
753-2581
or
best
posed new Hwy 80. For
7536.
ADAM'S HOME
more information please 1986 CHRYSLER LebarIMPROVEMENTS
owner.
on,
2
door,
one
property,
review
postview
370
Good car. $2000. Call Remodeling, Repairs. No
ed data, then please call:
Job Too Small.
after 4pm.
753-4511.
502-441-2253.
Sob
492-6267, 759-5485.
of
1987 GRAND Marquis,
40 ACRES, 7 miles east
AFFORDABLE all around
BUILDING on court square Murray, 11/2 mile road $2500, 101,XXX miles.
hauling, junk clean-up,
Pans, TN. 2 story, 2,500 frontage, for development.
759-2546.
cleaning
out sheds, tree
sq ft per floor. 759-4713.
$1,800 per acre. Terms.
1987 TOYOTA Corolla,
work. 436-2867.
753-4984.
4dr, new tires & exhaust
5 ACRES. nice building $1,500 obo. 436-5744.
tSuppkos
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
sites, 10 minutes east of 1989 NISSAN Pulsar NIX, foundations, slabs, sideMurray. $8,950. Easy t-tops, am/fm cassette, air, walks, driveways, buildAKC REGISTERED Minia
ture Dachshund puppies terms. 753-9302.
5sp, 86xxx miles, good ings, remodeling, repairs,
Black & tan & dapples 5 TO 275 acres, owner fi- condition. 489-2198.
AGC certified. 435-4272.
nancing possible. Coldwa- 1990 RIVIERA, good conMust See $250- $275
ALL TYPES OF WORK
ter. 489-2116 or 753-1300. dition, loaded, 96,XXX Landscaping,
753-8506
superior
miles. $4,900 Firm.
hedge trimming, sidewalk
BEAGLE puppies. Also
759-1012.
edging, lawn sweeping,
hunting Beagles. Shots,
wormed, cute & friendly.
1991 CAMRY, excellent lawn seeding and fertiliz492-8861.
2 BEDROOM, brick, nice condition $4,750. Call 753- ing.
Tree trimming, removal
CHINESE Pugs, dxc lot, 4 minutes west of 6098 after 5pm.
Brush, briar
clearing,
own. Natural gas, public
Registered, $250. 3551991 NISSAN Maxima SE.
bushhogging, sickle mowcentral
h/a.
water,
2866. Will deliver.
4 door, p/w, p/I, p/s, suning. Gutter cleaning with
DOG obedience classes or $69,900. Avialiable immeroof, tilt, cruise, air. 759screen installation, haulprivate. Serving Murray 17 diatly. 753-7724 or 7530280.
ing. Message, 753-2092
5303.
years. 436-2858.
1993 PONTIAC Bonneh/a,
Syr
bath,
central
home:
3BR,
2
FREE to good
ville, red, with leather inteANTIQUE refinishing, furold female (spayed) Black garage, appliances. Cole- rior, all power, extra nice.
niture repair & custom
Labrador. Good watch man RE. 753-9898.
$7.500. 753-4893.
woodworking 753-8056
dog, very gentle disposi- HOME in country secluded 1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
APPLIANCE REPAIR
setting, 3br brick by owner. ROYALE, 4dr, p/w, pit,
tion. 753-4882.
Low $70'5. 492-8299.
cruise, tilt, white w/blue in- PROFESSIONAL390
DEPENDABLE.
terior, new tires, garage
HOUSE, garage. barn. kept, serviced every 2500 502-767-9552.
swiss
4 913 acres located in Au- miles, 106xxx highway
APPLIANCE REPAIR
FOR sale Hay. big rolls,
rora, 3br, electric, central miles. Very good condi- All brands; Kenmore. 30+
Fescue & Clover, $20/ea
h/a, w/d, stove, refrigera- tion. No dents, No dings, years experience. BOBBY
753-6556
tor, city water, paved drive No scratches. $6500 obo. HOPPER, 436-5848.
HAY for sale, $201 roll Firm $75,000 Call for ap- Call 474-8704
BACKHOE SERVICE
pointment, 354-6342
436-5844 436-5274
1994 CAMARO V6. black, ROY HILL. Septic system.
all power, tinted windows, drive-ways, hauling, founJUST reduced to $39.900, cd, a/c, good
tires, dations, etc. 436-2113.
400
this charming 2br home lo- 103.XXX miles. Excellent BASEMENTS & Homes.
Yard Ws
$6,650 obo. Sub & General contractcated just north of Murray, condition
features numerous up- 762-0189, leave message. ing. Insulated concrete
dates and improvements. 1996 PONTIAC Bonneville forms (R32) StyroCrett.•
Garage Sale
Take advantage of these SE. White, 100,XXX high- builders. 502-436-2007 or
610 Tanglewood Dr. low interest rates, call way miles, pw, pl. power 502-436-5264.
(Woodgate)
Kopparud Realty today. seat. Very nice. $8,000. BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
Friday 7 a.m.-?
All work guaranteed Fre-•
753-1222. For additional Call 753-4054_
estimates. 753-1134:
Sat. 7 a.m.-Noon
information
on
MLSe
492-8584_
17.5 cit. refrigerator, 3001394.
C&D Plumbing & Electric
stove/hood, houseLAKE home 3-4br, 2 bath,
hold items, clothes
bi- level brick, garage, car- 1995 FORD Club wagon Licensee 4695 Office 753port, central h/a, dock priv- van, loaded. 63xxx miles. 1252, home 753-5705
(all sizes), Electrolux
489-2918. We'll do bus'
ileges. Lithe Oaks area $15,900 759-2546
vacuum, Christmas
ness for you!!
$85.000. 436-5576
items, toys. antique
1997 CHEVY Venture
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
NEW 3 bedroom. 2 bath, Short version 28.xxx miles
baby bed
Techs Murray Carpet &
nice area Must sell, 80's white $16,500 obo
753-5677
Upholstery Cleaning
753-3312, day 759 9381.
436-5744
753-6300 anytime
NEW, just under 1600 sq
500
CARPET Cleaning
ft, 3 bedroom home north
Used Trucks
Emergency Water Removof town. Low $90's Call
al Free Estimates Satis753-4392
1985 GMC. lwb 12 ton
fied
Call
References
NICE 3br, 2 bath, brick. 7
Auto,
air, tilt, pw, pl, new Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
with
rough3 BAY garage
closets, carport, 3/4 acre.
CARPORTS for cars and
ed in upstairs on 3 wooded 3 miles from Murray. tires $2.800 759-1058
trucks Special sizes for
lots (502)474-8441 after $65.000 753-9711
1994 SPLASH Ranger. motor home, boats. RVs
6 30pm
NICE 4br house on 1 acre,
loaded, ext cab. 48,XXX and etc Excellent protec$49,500
Ten
HALEY Appraisals Bob electric heat,
miles $8,350 obo 753- tion, high quality, excellent
minutes east of city.
Haley. state certified.
1820 evenings
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
753-9302
759-4218
Acreage

'6111.1•
Th7r1
•.111.;-•

I.

Sport Utiliti Vehicles
1980 MODEL Ford Bron
co. 351 motor, air, auto
matic. $3,000. 753-6740.

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
- Tree & Stump
Removal

if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
4101IIIIMp
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
247-9300
1-800-874-0256

U.S. Highway
45 South

Mayfield
Kentucky

s1iper4o17 Caltx,elitto
-71

• Small Building
• Plumbing
• No Job To Small
• Vinyl Siding

• Interior
• Exterior
• Remodeling
• Roofing

Fast Dependable Service

436-2102 ask for Ben
•
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Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
a
11,sss9sww.automobuesonnne.com.
sw s

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

(502) 437-4545

Now is a Great Time to Build
II you are looking lot' quality wu want to be your
building contractor. With Mucprinti• & i•pecilicationi4 we can give you a contract price beliire WO
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building tixksi.
We also spvvialize in construction or lake
homes, large or small.

Bruce Green
°Auld

('0111luctors,

502) 753-8343

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter

work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

502-7594979

14
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530
Services Offemt

By Pe
HANDYWORK oid lobs
wanted No job too small
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.
HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation & finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Moving Service 437-3939
6168 Old Olive Rd Hardin,
KY 42048
L&J HOME BUILDERS
New construction Remodling Electrical, vinyl siding
Plumbing repair.
753-0353
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
Raking, gutter
LEAF
cleaning and hauling 436HANDYMAN, carpentry, 2102 ask for Joseph.
work,
plumbing. yard
PAINTING
proches & decks. Any lob.
Interior - Extenor.
Cail Danny Paschall,
Free estimates. 436-5032.
492-8500.

Chim
Chimney
....eep Chimney cleaning
• es 10° senior citidiscount Contact
Manning, 435-4006
'',-)LSON HOME REPAIR
4,1ciltv)ns garages. decks,
!t,rnozieiing, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592
CUSTOM BUILT
ooden decks, fencing
barns sheds, car:,ons Also repair 7 rebuild
xc elle nt workmanship
Affordable rates
753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing 8.
oackhoe work septic sys'ems 354-8161 after 4pm,
J•race Sholar

RILEY Remodeling & Construction. Additions- Garages- Vinyl siding & trimRoofing- Metal Roofs- ReWindowsplacement
Decks- Pole Barns. Free
Estimates. 502-489-2907
STOCKWELL METAL
ROOFING
The best in impenal rib,
standing seam, stonecoated steel. & copper
Best deals December
through February.
753-6585.
SUPERIOR LEAF
RAKING
Hauling & odd jobs. 4366032 or 436-2102, ask for
Ben.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night
753-5484.
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.

ELECTRICIAN
Walters Electrical Works
No lob too large or too
small Call for all your
electrical needs 15 years
expenence 436-5376
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or Just replacing a
switch Licensed & Insured. Off 753-0834
Hm 759-9835.
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels. Free estimates.
All work guaranteed'
489-6125
No lob too small!

DRYWALL Finishing new
construction or remodeling Larry Chnsman 4928742
DAVID'S Cleaning Services "Cleaning' vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways.
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.

R & R Construction
Additions, remodeling, vinyl siding, roofing, barn repairs, decks, replacement
windows. Free Estimates.
436-5370.

PAINTING
BLACK'S DECORATING
CENTER OF MURRAY
KENTUCKY,INC.
Residential- Commercial
Free Estimates
Fully Insured
Call 502--753-0839 between 7am & 5pm Call
502-759-8609 after 5pm.

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal. dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD SATELUTE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530.
TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & painting needs. Pressure washing etc. 759-3463.

Tourism Commission
distributing brochures

•

Calloway County Laker Band

Laker Band advances to state semifinals
The Calloway County High
School Laker Band received another distinguished rating Saturday at
the KN1EA Marching Band West
Regional Quarterfinal Competition
Elizabethtown.
Twenty-two Class AA Bands

(those having between 41-60 musicians) who had qualified for the
competition competed for the top
eight western division spots.
The Laker Band placed second
and was one of only seven to receive
a distinguished rating. This

advances the Laker Band to the
semi-finals to be held at Barron
County High School in Glasgow
Oct. 31.
The state semi-finals places the
Laker Band among the top 16 AA
bands in the state, with the per-

formance for the Laker Band to
be at 1:45 p.m. CST. The top four
bands from the semi-finals will
advance that evening to compete
for the state championship at Western Kentucky University Stadium.

Man admits to tossing woman's body into Atlantic
WIENI1NGTON. Del. 1AP) Alter den\ ing for 2 1/2 years all

Knowledge ot "how Anne Marie
,t1;ey disappeared. the man charged
v iii her murder now admits he
to,sed her iNtdv into the Atlantic
- hut he s no killer.
111 an astounding courtroom
;:r sal. Thomas Capano's attorn,:y told the jury that Ms. Fahey's
d-,:ath was an accident and that
his,lien t is only guilty of dumpher hod).
"Anne Marie Fahey died as the
rcult of an outrageous. horrible.

tiagic accident.- defense lawyer
Joseph °ten'. said Monday during
hi, opening statement. He would
not elaborate.
It was the first time the defense
iias acknowledged Ms. Fahey is
dead It also raises the likelihood
that Capano will take the stand
in his own defense, his lawyers

Now, the defense has apparently undercut Gerard Capano's usefulness by admitting that Thomas
Caputo disposed of the body. something Oteri said his client is "not
the least bit proud of.Oteri also said another person
who was in Capano's house the
night Ms. Fahey died knows what
Prosecutors believe Capano, 49, happened to the 30-year-old schedkilled Ms. Fahey because she was uling secretary for the governor.
trying to break off their secret, He said that person would be identhree-year relationship. But they tified later.
have no body, no murder weapon
and no direct evidence a crime
"Tom Capano lied to everyonewas committed.
who ever asked about Anne Marie
Fahey except for one person who
Their strongest evidence appears
knows the whole truth.- Otcri said.
to be the testimony of one of
Ms. Fahey's family and friends
Capano's brothers. Gerard, who
not comment on Capano's
did
helped
he
investigators
told
has
the defendant dump a body from defense. Nor did prosecutors.
Prosecutors told the jury that
a boat 70 miles off the New JerCapano,
a former deputy attorney
Fahey
Ms.
after
day
the
coast
sey
general and a member of an intludisappeared.

acknowledged
The trial was to resume today.
Capano. a handsome former
deputy attorney general. had told
police he took Ms. Fahey home
after the two ate dinner in Philadelphia on June 27, 1996. and never
saw her again.

ential Wilmington family, plotted
for months to kill Ms. Fahey and
dump her body at sea.
Prosecutor Ferris Wharton said
Capano was given a gun from
another lover in May 1996 and
purchased a cooler two months
before Ms. Fahey .disappeared.
"That cooler he bought in April
became what he always intended
it to be: It became Anne Marie
Fahey's coffin," Wharton said.
The state's first witness, Ms.
Fahey's brother, Brian Fahey, testified that his sister suffered a
harsh childhood, making her vulnerable to manipulation by Capano.
A waitress from the Ristorante
Panorama, Jacqueline Dansak, also
testified that she served Capano
and Ms. Fahey the night she disappeared and that the couple was
solemn and hardly spoke during
dinner.

'former Kenton County official pleads guilty to misconduct
7 (:OVINGTON. Ky. (AP)
A
i'limier Kenton County official
'pleaded guilty Monday to a criminal charge that he showed conli;deniml hid inforniation to a devel'prier who later won the construction contracts for a county court.0 se and parking garage.
.
vdi.• Middleton. the former
/1\enton County judge-executive
resigned under pressure in
alter the allegations became
publi,. pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor charge of official rnis-

•For all your heating &
cooling needs...

GSSE
aikidos(ii
6

Serving the area
with Honesty &
Experience

Also specializing in
commercial, refrigeration
& cooking equipment,
.
: window & mobile home units

24 hr. Emergency
Owned &
Operated

Glenn
Cossey
KyLicm03400

753-9911

Ms. Jones' P1-P2 class at Murray Elementary were observing orphaned baby rabbits that were born on the playground in conjunction with their science unit on living and
non-living things.
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conduct. He faces up to a year charge was -reduced in an agreebehind bars and a $500 fine when ment with state prosecutors.
Investigators said Middleton met
he is sentenced ,Jan. 11 in Kenton County Circuit Court.
on April /2, 1996. with developer
Judge Douglas Stephens allowed Bill Butler, chairman of Corporex
Middleton. 70. of Fort Mitchell, Cos.. and showed Butler the bids
to remain free until the sentenc- submitted by competitors for the
ing. Middleton dectined comment courthouse and parking garage conas he left the courtroom in this tract. Butler was allowed to review
northern Kentucky city.
the competitors' proposals. Butler
was later said he took the opponents'
originally
Middleton
charged with a felony, misuse of proposals. copied them and returned
confidential information. But the them to Middleton's home.

PPALLOWIEN CARNMAL
October 29, 1998 at Murray State University,
Carr Health, South Gym • 5:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Prizes, Refreshments,
Games, Haunted House
Students In Grades K-6
Are Invited

Butler .says there was nothing
improper about the meeting because
the competing bids had been opened
earlier that day and were available to anyone at the time. But
county' officials say that only basic
details, such as price and general
drawings, were available then. The
rest was to remain confidential
until a contract was chosen.
Middleton admitted a month
later. when he resigned, that the
meeting was a mistake. He resigned
as Kenton County settled a lawsuit filed by the two losing bidders.
Middleton has agreed to cooperate with a grand jury investigating the allegations, officials said.
Middleton. a Republican, served
more than seven years in the Kenton County post and previously
served two decades in the Kentucky Senate.

Parents Please Accompany

It you don't talk
with your kids about sex,
who will?

For The Best Prices In Town!
Specializing In Dean & General Tires
New8Used

9307 State

762-0000

RL 94E
Murray

401 N. 4th St. • Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
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The year may be quickly coming'to an end, but the Murray
Tourism Commission is hard at
work distributing the 1998 Holiday Brochures.
The brochure, designed by Bob
McLean of Design et al and made.
possible by the Murray Tourism
Commission, features a November-December calendar of events.
Area churches, organizations, Murray State University, as well as
others, sponsor the various activities. Tourism Commission Ambassadors Bill and Mayme Nell Staudacher, Ray and Frances Waggoner
and Bob and Edwina Garrison have
distributed the brochures to area
businesses.
According to Judy Gargus, executive director of the Murray Tourism
Commission, "People who come
into the area to visit often stop

by or call to request information
about what is going on in Murray during the holiday season. The
brochure is a tool we use to let
people know what activities are happening and give local groups additional publicity for the events they
are planning: A.. varied array of
troups and events are featured in
this annual publication, everything
from a Jars of Clay concert and
swing band dances to Christmas
- musicals and a Barbie Doll show
are detailed in the brochure."
Brochures may be picked up at
many local businesses or at the Murray Tourism Commission, located
at 805 N. 12th St.
For more information about the
brochure, or to find out how your
activitiy can be promoted in future
Murray Tourism Commission publications, call 759-2199.
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EXERCISE.

HOROSCOPES
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your nerves are easily
So much is on your plate.
Pressure is heightened by a ten- jangled.
Come from your foundations in makdency to hold your ground no matter
a decision that affects your daywhat.Growth and opportunity come ing
self-imposed
from letting go of what doesn't work to-day life. Break past
to blaze a
willing
be
restrictions;
and focusing on what does. Finanmight be making this
cial benefits resultfrom creative and new trail. You
is! Tonight:Soak away
dynamic transformation. Home life harder than it
stress.
could be extraordinarily fulfilling if
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
you are willing to take the first step.
Allow greater creativity in
****
If you are single, romance tends to
Sometimes you can
solutions.
your
it
as
rewarding
challenge you; as
enemy. Finances
worst
own
your
be
could be, you are forced to grow and
at more effective
Look
crunched.
feel
the
attached,
If
well.
as
change here
money. Perhandling
of
methods
two ofyou can expect the unexpected.
fund could
crisis
a
building
haps
might
You
level.
and
caring
Remain
with his or
you
stuns
child
A
work.
opt for greater commitment, i.e. a
child or new home.AQUARIUS sur- her actions. Tonight: Naughty and
nice.
prises you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
You are pressured by a per**
The Stars Show the Kind of Day.
know
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; sonal matter and may not
and
questions
Ask
go.
to
way
which
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
have discussions. Security proves to
be primary, though you might have
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Though you might wake to change your perspective. Decide
up on the wrong side of the bed, you what works for you and your basic
manage to get certain problems un- needs. Tonight: Lie low.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21)
der control quickly. Readjusting
**** You come out of the gate
plans and knocking out a misconception is key. A meeting poses sur- bounding,ready for every curve. Lisprises. Run with the ball when it is ten to your instincts, and follow
tossed to you. Tonight: Where your through on what you know to be
correct. You are your own biggest
friends are.
critic-give yourself a break! You
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
see
where you need to change and
*** You might not always understand where a boss is coming you are transforming.Tonight:Hangfrom,but today you are particularly ing out.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
challenged to make a difference.
*** Hold onto your hat when
Others certainly push your buttons,
though you know how to mobilize a dealing with money.Once more,you
partner. Get the support you need. have pulled the wild card. Trying to
Work with spontaneity. Tonight: control the unpredictable doesn't
work; using it to enhance your opWorking late.
tions does. Intuition hones in on the
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reach out for others, right direction. Tonight: Why not
despite concern over your ability to shop?
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
handle more pressure. Surprises
**** You can be challenged by
present themselves. Intuition helps
you deal with others,especially when others, yet your sense of indepencombined with an ability to view the dence helps you through the bad
big picture. Rely on your superb times.You art personality-plus;little
mental capacity. Tonight:Try a new will stop you as you focus on a key
goal. Friendship motivates you to
cuisine.
change your plans. Make time for an
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
*** Listen to a partner. They important meeting. Tonight: It is
have an unusual, less conservative your call.
perspective. Your professional life is
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
changing;proceed in a new direction
*** Not everyone agrees with
or take that seminar. A risk serves your perspective, though you could
you. Make yourself more profession- have a hard time seeing another's
ally desirable. Tonight: Discuss re- point of view. You get unexpected
centevents leading to a key decision. insight through a discussion with a
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
parentor a boss. Work with a change
**** Others are full ofsurprises in plans. Tonight: Do something
right now, but you have learned to uniquely for you.
flow with their needs. Creativity
remains high; you find ways to make
BORN TODAY
others happy as well as pleasing
Musician Charlie Daniels (1936),
yourself. Don't hesitate to let your actress Annie Potts (1952), actress
charming ways play a role. A family Julia Roberts(1967)
*
member is tense.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Oct. 28, 1998:
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MURRAY LED6tH &

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I was recently
diagnosed with idiopathic hypertrophic subaortic stenosis. What is
this?
DEAR READER: IHSS is an inherited disorder marked by enlargement
of part of the wall (septum) of the left
ventricle, the major cardiac chamber.
Blood is pumped directly from the
left ventricle into the aorta, where it
fans out to supply oxygen to various
parts of the body. In patients with
1HSS, a portion of the outflow tract is
obstructed, forcing the ventricle to
work harder during each beat. This
leads to shortness-of-breath on slight
(xertion, fainting, palpitations, a murmur (extra heart-sound) and cardiac
enlargement. Treatment must be
given, or the heart will literally work
itself to death.
Two types of drugs (beta-blockers
and calcium-channel blockers) help
relieve the obstruction and reduce
cardiac work. In the 10 to 15 percent
of patients who do not respond to
medical therapy, removal of the
obstruction may be necessary.

Most patients with 1HSS are free of
symptoms for years Treatment is not
necessary until a person develops the
symptoms of this disorder.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Understanding Heart
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed. stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill Station,
New York, N.Y. 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT': What is -organic
brain syndrome?"
DEAR READER: This term means
that a patient's mental powers. memory and judgment are diminished
because of physical changes in the
brain. Multiple strokes, senility, senile
dementia and many degenerative diseases of the nervouS system — including Alzheimer's disease — are classed
under the broad heading of organic
brain syndrome, which is a chronic
condition.
Patients with organic brain syndrome usually show shrinkage of the
brain. Because this change is permanent, they suffer progressive loss of
cognitive function, eventually needing
nursing care and assistance with the
activities of daily living.
In contrast, there are acute brain
syndromes,_ such as drug or alcohol
intoxication, that are temporary.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do copper
bracelets help ward off arthritis?
DEAR READER: I'm afraid not.
They were quite the rage several
years ago, until medical studies
proved that they were ineffective. The
newer anti-arthritis drugs are much
more useful than bracelets in combating painful arthritis.
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DEAR ABBY: In a recent column, both "Colleen in California"
and "Giving Grandma" wrote eloquent letters about the rewards of
spending time with their grandchildren, helping them connect with
positive activities. 'I hey and other
readers may be encouraged to know
that research shows when caring
adults become involved with young
people in such ways, these youth
are far less likely to use illegal
drugs or alcohol, skip school or hit
someone. They show more confidence in their school performance
and are more likely to get along
with their families.
Unfortunately, more and more
young people share the problems of
"Stressed Out," the teen-ager who
appealed to you last June because
he felt excluded from peer social
activities because of his commitment to avoid alcohol. Important
studies indicate that the increasing
hours today's children and teens
spend without adult supervi3ion
and structured activity are one of
the major risk factors for early substance abuse, sexual experimentation and involvement in crime and
violence.
The Department of Health and
Human Services is issuing a national call to action to raise awareness
about the connection between youth
involved in positive, skill-building
activities and reduced substance
abuse. We want to increase the
number of adults participating in
fun, positive, challenging, structured activities with youth. "Your
Time — Their Future" is a positive
activities campaign that encourages
individuals, membership-based
organizations and corporate America to make modest investments of
time and resources. It promises
enormous returns in the health and
well-being of today's children and
tomorrow's families, communities
and businesses.
Please, Abby,ask your readers to
find out how they can put positive
activities to work in the lives of
young people by calling (800) 7296686, or visiting the campaign's
Web site: www.health.org/yourtime.
NELBA CHAVES,PH.D.,
ADMINISTRATOR,SUBSTANCE
ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
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LOOKING BACK

effort. America's youth deserve
to have more positive mentoring than a television set or a
peer group between 3 and 7
p.m. daily. "Getting involved
with kids" does not necessarily
mean driving them 20 miles to
some sports event. It can be as
simple as helping with a stamp
collection, nature walks, baking
cookies, or doing a homework
assignment at the library.
You, my readers, are the
most generous people in the
world. Now I'm asking you to
give again. Please pick up the
phone today and volunteer your
time. America's children need
you. The slogan "Your Time —
Their Future" is a recipe for saving our children. Get involved

and assure our young people a
safer, brighter tomorrow.
***

DEAR ABBY: Please help. I've
kept a diary for most of my life. I
am now 50 years old and I don't

know what to do with it.
I had a son who died in a car
wreck. He was my only child.
This has become a mental burden and I'm ready to carry the diary
to my back yard and burn it. Any
suggestions, Abby, before I start the
bonfire?
TEMPTED IN TENNESSEE
DEAR TEMPTED: Please
accept my deepest sympathy for
the loss of your son. If there is
anything in your diary concerning your friends and relatives
that could be hurtful or damaging, I urge you to destroy it.
However, if it is just a record
of your everyday activities,
some family members might
treasure it.

Ten years ago
Don Tucker, and Wayne Williams.
The Murray -Callow ay Count,
Marine Plc. Carl A. Skinner,
Chamber of Commerce Board ot son of Mr. and Mrs. John W. SkinDirectors voted unanimously to ner. was graduated from eight weeks
endorse a resolution supporting the of recruit training Marine Corps
Murray City Council's proposed Recruit Depot. San Diego, Calif.
annexation at its meeting.
Mrs. Effie Kingins will celeAbout 800 girls from the nine brate her 92nd birthday Oct. 28.
Western Kentucky Counties took
Forty years ago
part in the first Girl Scout Olympics
Published is a picture of RanStewUniversity
State
Murray
at
dall Patterson and Lester,lanny
art Stadium.
Frances Brown presented a pro- who have been named ralloway
gram on "Consumers' Choices" at County Co-chairmen of the Unita meeting of the Magazine Club ed Fund Campaign Drive by Harvey Ellis. fund drive chairman.
at Holiday Inn with Millie Graves
Army Pvt., Thomas C. Reeves,
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. of 1978 by the Calloway County
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Farm Bureau.
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The Calloway County Fire-Res- Church of Christ.
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and truck batteries for resale as a
Dr. John W. Taylor, president
fund-raising event.
Births reported include a girl of the University of Louisville,
to David and Becky Lanier, Oct. spoke at meeting of Lions, Rotary,
14; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Michael and Young Business Men's Clubs
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officers of the Agricultural AlumPerry, and the Rev. J.H. Thurman.
ni Association are Joe Pat James,
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

Card Reading
problem of how to score a ninth
trick.
One way would be to attempt a
diamond finesse; another way
would be to return to your hand to
take a club finesse. But before attempting either finesse, you should
try to visualize West's hand. He is
known to have started with the KQ-J-9-x of spades and K-x-x-x of
hearts and — since he opened the
bidding — he is also sure to have
the king of diamonds or queen of
clubs, and possibly both.
It is clear that neither finesse is
particularly attractive. West may
very well have the guaistred king of
diamonds,in which case you would
go down ifyou finessed in thatsuit,
North East
South
West
1#
and East could very well have the
Pass
Dble
1 NT
queen ofclubs,in which case a club
Pass 3 NT
2 NT
Pass
finesse would ultimately defeat
Opening lead — king of spades.
you.
It isseldom difficult toconstruct
The proper method of play is to
an approximate picture ofthe hand cash the A-K of clubs and, if the
held by a defender who hasentered queen does not appear, exit from
the bidding. The winning player dummy with the ten of spades in
simply brings this picture into fo- an effort to endplay West. This
cus, and proceeds to take advan- play succeeds whenever West has
two or more diamonds, which is
tage of it.
Assume you're in three notrump surely a juicier prospect than takand West leads the king ofspades, ing a finesse in either minor suit.
In the actual case, both the
which you duck. West continues
with the queen. East showing out, premise and the promise pay off
and you win with the ace. You lead because, after West cashes his
the J-10-x of hearts, winning all spades, he is forced to lead a diathree finesses, and, after cashing mond from the king and hand you
the ace, you are faced with the the crucial ninth trick.
Tomorrow:Things are not what they seem.
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West dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•10 7 3
VAQ 98
•Q J 5
4•AKJ
DEAR NELBA:I wish you the
EAST
WEST
best of luck in this worthwhile #KQJ 94
it 5
V K 76 3
V 42
•7 6 4 3 2
•K 10
Q 875 2
+96
SOUTH
4 A 86 2
V J 10 5
•A 98
•1043
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1 Heap
5 Ms. Sorvtno
9 Athletic
center
12 Gland
(comb. form)
13 Always
14 Peer Gynt's
mother
15 Ash
17 Musician —
Cugat
19 African land
21 At that place
22 Workers
26 — Louis, Mo
27 I.e., in full
28 Hawaiian
timber tree
30 — Sumac
33 H.S. gym
class
34 Prickly plant
37 Felix Unger's
roommate
(Inas.)
38 Opp of
NNW
40 From — —

41 Ammonia
compound
43 Symbol for
rhodium
45 Airlines
name
47 To whom —
— concern
50 Revise text
51 Weekday
53 Existing in
fact
57 Ending for
mount
58 Word with
dining or
living
60 TV statuette
61 Pedal digit
62 Club fees
. 63 Up to — (in
•
agreement)
DOWN
1 Moccasin
2 Mr Amin
3 Sportsman
Dawson
4 Last

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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GURLEY PONDER
OFFIMPELil
EST
BOS RAISE PEE
10-27 C 1998 United Feature Syndicate
5 Haggard or
Oberon
6 Roman four
7 Reed or
Harrison
8 "I smell — —
9 Mirth
10 River in

Belgium
11 Simple
16 Ms. Kitt
18 Videotape
type
20 Irritating
22 "Read my —"
23 Fruit drinks
24 Exist
25 Drunkard
29 Visigoth king
31 — Lisa
32 Prayer
ending
35 Give — whirl
36 Sent forth
39 Valuable fur
42 Roman 99
44 Owned
46 Dutch
cheeses
47 -- — first
you don't
48 Threesome
49 Three feet
52 -Mad About

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Oct. 27, the
300th day of 1998. There are 65
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 27, 1787, the first of
the Federalist Papers. a series of
essays calling for ratification of
the U. S. Constitution. was published in a New York newspaper.
On this date:
In 1947, "You Bet Your Life,"
starring Grouch() Marx, premiered
on ABC Radio. It later became a
television show on NBC.
In 1954, Walt Disney's first television program. titled "Disneyland" after his yet-to-be completed theme park. premiered on ABC.
In 1967, Expo 67 closed in
Montreal. Canada.
In 1978, Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin were
named winners of the Nobel Peace
Prize for their progress toward
achieving a Middle East accord.
Ten years ago: The government
of the Soviet Union unveiled an
$804 billion budget containing a
deficit of $58 billion that officials
blamed on past mistakes.
One year ago: The Dow Jones
industrial average tumbled 554.26
points, forcing the stock market
to shut down for the first time
since the 1981 assassination attempt
on President Reagan. Authorities
in Chautauqua County. N.Y., said
Nushawn Williams. an HIV-positive man who allegedly traded drugs
for sex with young women and
teens, had infected a number of
them with the AIDS virus.
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All New Stock Of
Plants & Shrubs
Merillat & KitchenKompact Cabinets

Introductory Special

All Halloween Shirts

Extra Specials On Other Lawn &
Garden Supplies

All Halloween Jewelry

641 Discount Building Supply

Private Class &
FREE Uniform

1900 N. 12th St.•753-7229

BOLD LIQUIDATORS

Call Today!

308 Main St. • Murray
753-3753

Open 9-4 Mon.-Fri.
1413 Olive Blvd.• Murray
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Children In Costume
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& Treat Bags!!!
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Baskin cihRobbins
Ice Cream & likgart7-
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October 31st
Stop by during store hours dressed
in your costume and get your picture taken to enter our costume
contest. All entries will receive a
FREE kids scoop of Trick-OreoTreat!
1st Prize: $11.99 In-Stock Ice
Cream Cake
2nd Prize: $6.00 Gift
Certificate
3rd Prize: FREE Sundae

)iriipit: Plata • 753-3111
.Stare Marc:
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
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